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From: Mike Youngerberg
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: N Fertilizer Rule
Date: Sunday, August 20, 2017 8:09:24 PM


Dear Fertilizer Technical Unit Supervisor Larry Gunderson,


I am writing in regards to the MDA proposed N Fertilizer Rule. I am asking that the rule be
 rewritten and consider the huge economic impact it will have on Minnesota's farm families.
First of all, the rule relies on faulty data collected from domestic wells. Well casings have
 many maintenance and construction issues that can lead to the well being compromised and
 showing levels of N higher than in the surrounding groundwater. The result is that farm
 families are considered guilty before the actual source of the N is determined. The MDA
 should only use test results from properly constructed monitoring wells.
Secondly, the application of the rule may have devastating economic effects on farm families.
 Farmers are already careful about the rate of N used on their fields. This is an expensive input
 that is vital for a good harvest. We do not want to waste N or pollute groundwater. In many
 areas there is not proper infrastructure to get N to farmers in the fall. Fall road restrictions
 could make fertilizers unavailable and spell doom for farm families. In addition, there is not
 adequate manpower and machinery to get all the fields fertilized in the spring. These
 challenges and the economic impact on farm families and rural economies has not been
 looked at or considered at all in this rule.
Finally, the rule's use of townships is too broad. Each field acts differently than the next.
 Looking at soils and the conservation practices on a field level should be a part of the rule
 before any restriction is put on the use of N fertilizer.
Please take the time to look into these issues and rewrite the rule in a way that will treat farm
 families fairly. The rule should look at the true source of N and the true levels of N and be
 built upon sound science.


Regards, 
Mike Youngerberg 
22 Restless Ct
North Mankato, MN 56003 
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From: Martha Vest
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Thursday, August 24, 2017 9:31:20 AM


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our groundwater from
 agricultural pollution.


While Part 1 of MDA's proposed rule is satisfactory, Part 2 includes three major flaws that undermine the state's
 ability to protect and restore our groundwater and drinking water resources.


1.      Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to achieve
 the clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protect Act, and unreasonably limits application of the
 Groundwater Protection Act to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as
 directed by the Act. The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rule only applies to some
 groundwater.


2. Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Level III or IV regulatory
 authority if local landowners adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The Act calls
 for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of already-common BMPs.


3. Reliance on ineffective requirements: The rule relies on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize farm profit
 rather than protect groundwater. Following such BMPs may result in high concentrations of nitrate in groundwater
 and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust state and local intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated by
 agricultural practices. 


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Ms. Martha Vest
63 Fairview Avenue South
Saint Paul, MN 55105
6516983128
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From: mailagent@thesoftedge.com on behalf of beegle@louberts.com
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, August 23, 2017 6:21:24 PM


Dear Mr.:


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rules proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our groundwater from
 agricultural pollution.


The MDA's proposed Part 2 rule includes three major flaws that undermine the state's ability to protect and restore
 our groundwater and drinking water resources.


        1.      Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to
 achieve the clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protection Act, and unreasonably limits its
 application to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as directed by the Act.
 The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rules only apply to some groundwater.
        2.      Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Phase III or IV
 regulatory authority if farm operators adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The
 Act calls for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of ineffective "best management
 practices" (BMP's).
        3.      Unacceptable reliance on the wrong BMPs: The rules rely on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize
 farm profit rather that protect groundwater. Following such BMPs will still leave us with high concentrations of
 nitrate in groundwater and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust
intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated. 


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Sincerely,


Margaret Beegle
550 VARNER CIR N
Minneapolis, MN 55427-4847
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From: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
To: Wolf, Katie (MDA)
Subject: FW: PUblic comment on nitrogen rules
Date: Friday, July 07, 2017 11:12:12 AM
Attachments: LWVILO response to MDA Nitrogen proposal.docx


 
 
Larry Gunderson, Supervisor
Fertilizer Technical Unit
Minnesota Department of Agriculture
625 Robert Street North
St. Paul, Minnesota 55155
651-201-6168
Larry.Gunderson@state.mn.us
 


From: Lonni McCauley [mailto:lonnimccauley@comcast.net] 
Sent: Thursday, July 06, 2017 6:21 PM
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA) <larry.gunderson@state.mn.us>
Subject: PUblic comment on nitrogen rules
 
Here is my complete statement including the health information from Dr. Peter Weyer, University of
 Iowa.  I was struck today with the distrust of organizations and facts by those present.  I suppose
 you can find this on talk radio, but in a forum organized by  the MDA with University information. 
 Hard to comprehend.
Lonni McCauley
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Response to MDA Nitrogen proposal – July 6, 2017





Lonni McCauley,  a member of the League of Women Voters Upper Mississippi River Region ILO comprised of four states – Minnesota, Iowa, Wisconsin and Illinois and 50 local leagues.  This organization was formed in the 2015 as a result of the growing concern of pollution in the Mississippi River, resulting in a wider dead zone in the Gulf of Mexico.


 It was also formed also a result of the national LWV position that natural resources should be managed as interrelated parts of life-supporting ecosystems and that resources should be controlled  in order to preserve the  physical, chemical and biological integrity of ecosystems and to protect public health.


The cost of nutrients in water is great and growing both in terms of money spent and heath. 


· Des Moines Water Works spent $900,000 to clean nitrogen out of their water in 2014 and $1.5 million in 2015 and in 2016 a drop to $633,000.  All of these costs have to be passed on to their customers.





· Dr. Peter Weyer is director of  the Center for Health Effects of Environmental Contaminants University of Iowa and is arguably the nation’s leading expert on the health effect of nutrients in  drinking water.  He has found that beyond the accepted statistic that more than 10 milligrams of nitrates per liter causes blue babies, his studies show that.  


·  Nitrate levels of 5 grams and above have an effect on ovarian, bladder and thyroid cancer among 23,000 women in Iowa who drank the same water for 20 years including a:


·   3-fold increase of bladder cancer


·  2-fold increase of ovarian cancer


·  2-6 fold thyroid problems risk - all above the normal incidence in women





The significance of ground water contamination wells was researched by the MDA where they found in 53 townships less than 5% of wells exceed 10 mg; in 43 townships between 5% and 10% of wells exceed 20 mg; and in 71 townships more than 10% of wells exceed the 10%.  These numbers are likely to change as only  half of the  state’s  townships have been tested.


A 9/2/16 memo from the EPA to state environmental commissioners stated that  nutrient pollution remains one of the greatest challenges to our nation' s water quality and presents a growing threat to public health and local economies - contributing to toxic harmful algal blooms, contamination of drinking water sources, and costly impacts on recreation, tourism and fisheries. 





Our Upper Mississippi River organization’s efforts to address pollution include hosting a Governor’s 25 x 25 community meeting the end of August  in Anoka County to give residents and businesses an opportunity to voice their concerns about water quality and what they see as possible solutions


As a former farm girl now living in Coon Rapids where the river runs through it,  I believe both farmers and homeowners need to be charged with vigorous methods of reducing nutrient usage that affect groundwater and runoff in streams, lakes, and rivers.





Lonni McCauley


763-757-2517










From: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
To: Berg, Jeffrey (MDA)
Cc: Wolf, Katie (MDA)
Subject: Fwd: Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comment
Date: Thursday, July 27, 2017 3:41:56 PM


Here's a comment on the rule


Sent from my iPad


Begin forwarded message:


From: <MDA.Info@state.mn.us>
Date: July 26, 2017 at 9:29:16 PM CDT
To: <Larry.Gunderson@state.mn.us>
Subject: Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comment


The following information has been submitted through the Draft Nitrogen
 Fertilizer Rule Comment Form.


Name: Patty Stencel
Organization: 


Email: PatreciaO@gmail.com
Zip Code: 56093
Comment: I see a number of problems with your data that you are using to


 justify this new rule. First, you are assuming that the increased
 acres in our state are 'Leaky' but fail to identify that the increase
 in acres come from government restrictions on planting in the
 past - 1986 through 1996 with set-aside acres and limited corn
 planting ability. Then Freedom to Farm with open planting, then
 the super drought of 2012 causing corn prices to spike and
 encourage removal of acres from CRP. None of these are the
 farmers 'fault', but just government and markets working.
 Nitrogen usage per bushel produced is at an all time low for our
 state, and commercial nitrogen is not a sole contributor to the N
 levels in the water. You also fail to calculate for the past decade
 of increased rainfall events and thunderstorm activity in the state
 which greatly increases the N levels of rain water. You have not
 even a mention in your study of these events and all of the natural
 rainfall N that has been falling on the land. These events are not
 predictable nor dependable for production agriculture, yet they
 are a significant amount of N that is in our water and you fail to
 include or calculate its significance. You state that there are
 natural plants that do produce N through their bacteria and
 legume activities of their roots, and these plants are in great
 numbers in the wild so they affect a groundwater area even with
 CRP or non-cropping activities, yet you only want to regulate the
 one area without addressing the percentages of these other
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 sources. I believe that if they are there, then the percentage of
 these sources must be addressed as natural and always present
 and then the N source in the water supply has always had a
 percentage of N in the water since the beginning of time and we
 just need to deal with it. In other words, we need much more time
 to study, and gather data without implementing some broad based
 rule that is model based and has way too many holes in its partial
 and incomplete science claims.


 








From: mailagent@thesoftedge.com on behalf of susangmikec@q.com
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Thursday, August 24, 2017 4:06:20 PM


Dear Mr.:


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rules proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our groundwater from
 agricultural pollution.


The MDA's proposed Part 2 rule includes three major flaws that undermine the state's ability to protect and restore
 our groundwater and drinking water resources.


        1.      Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to
 achieve the clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protection Act, and unreasonably limits its
 application to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as directed by the Act.
 The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rules only apply to some groundwater.
        2.      Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Phase III or IV
 regulatory authority if farm operators adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The
 Act calls for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of ineffective "best management
 practices" (BMP's).
        3.      Unacceptable reliance on the wrong BMPs: The rules rely on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize
 farm profit rather that protect groundwater. Following such BMPs will still leave us with high concentrations of
 nitrate in groundwater and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust
intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated. 


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Sincerely,


Mike Chutich
1283 Sargent Ave
Saint Paul, MN 55105-2722
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From: Martin Schub
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Friday, August 18, 2017 1:33:45 PM


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our ground from
 agricultural pollution.


While Part 1 of MDA's proposed rule is satisfactory, Part 2 includes three major flaws that undermine the state's
 ability to protect and restore our groundwater and drinking water resources.


1. Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to achieve the
 clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protect Act, and unreasonably limits application of the
 Groundwater Protection Act to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as
 directed by the Act. The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rule only applies to some
 groundwater.
2. Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Level III or IV regulatory
 authority if local landowners adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The Act calls
 for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of already-common BMPs.
3. Reliance on ineffective requirements: The rule relies on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize farm profit
 rather than protect groundwater. Following such BMPs may result in high concentrations of nitrate in groundwater
 and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust state and local intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated by
 agricultural practices.


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Mr. Martin Schub
3616 45th Ave S
Minneapolis, MN 55406
612-729-9968
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From: mailagent@thesoftedge.com on behalf of Marytheresad@gmail.com
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Sunday, August 27, 2017 8:16:24 PM


Dear Mr.:


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rules proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our groundwater from
 agricultural pollution.


The MDA's proposed Part 2 rule includes three major flaws that undermine the state's ability to protect and restore
 our groundwater and drinking water resources.


        1.      Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to
 achieve the clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protection Act, and unreasonably limits its
 application to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as directed by the Act.
 The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rules only apply to some groundwater.
        2.      Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Phase III or IV
 regulatory authority if farm operators adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The
 Act calls for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of ineffective "best management
 practices" (BMP's).
        3.      Unacceptable reliance on the wrong BMPs: The rules rely on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize
 farm profit rather that protect groundwater. Following such BMPs will still leave us with high concentrations of
 nitrate in groundwater and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust
intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated. 


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Sincerely,


Mary Theresa Downing
4300 West River Parkway Apt. 237
Minneapolis, MN 55406-3678
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From: mailagent@thesoftedge.com on behalf of Olsonpam1@gmail.com
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, August 23, 2017 5:46:23 PM


Dear Mr.:


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rules proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our groundwater from
 agricultural pollution.


The MDA's proposed Part 2 rule includes three major flaws that undermine the state's ability to protect and restore
 our groundwater and drinking water resources.


        1.      Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to
 achieve the clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protection Act, and unreasonably limits its
 application to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as directed by the Act.
 The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rules only apply to some groundwater.
        2.      Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Phase III or IV
 regulatory authority if farm operators adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The
 Act calls for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of ineffective "best management
 practices" (BMP's).
        3.      Unacceptable reliance on the wrong BMPs: The rules rely on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize
 farm profit rather that protect groundwater. Following such BMPs will still leave us with high concentrations of
 nitrate in groundwater and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust
intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated. 


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Sincerely,


Pam Olson
5512 N Shore Ct
Madison Lake, MN 56063-9521
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From: mailagent@thesoftedge.com on behalf of lbashernow@iphouse.com
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Saturday, August 26, 2017 8:41:23 PM


Dear Mr.:


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rules proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our groundwater from
 agricultural pollution.


The MDA's proposed Part 2 rule includes three major flaws that undermine the state's ability to protect and restore
 our groundwater and drinking water resources.


        1.      Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to
 achieve the clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protection Act, and unreasonably limits its
 application to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as directed by the Act.
 The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rules only apply to some groundwater.
        2.      Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Phase III or IV
 regulatory authority if farm operators adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The
 Act calls for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of ineffective "best management
 practices" (BMP's).
        3.      Unacceptable reliance on the wrong BMPs: The rules rely on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize
 farm profit rather that protect groundwater. Following such BMPs will still leave us with high concentrations of
 nitrate in groundwater and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust
intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated. 


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Sincerely,


Louis Asher
4525 Birch Ridge Rd
Saint Paul, MN 55127-3624
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From: mailagent@thesoftedge.com on behalf of coach@designyourdestiny.com
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, August 23, 2017 6:41:09 PM


Dear Mr.:


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rules proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our groundwater from
 agricultural pollution.


The MDA's proposed Part 2 rule includes three major flaws that undermine the state's ability to protect and restore
 our groundwater and drinking water resources.


        1.      Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to
 achieve the clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protection Act, and unreasonably limits its
 application to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as directed by the Act.
 The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rules only apply to some groundwater.
        2.      Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Phase III or IV
 regulatory authority if farm operators adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The
 Act calls for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of ineffective "best management
 practices" (BMP's).
        3.      Unacceptable reliance on the wrong BMPs: The rules rely on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize
 farm profit rather that protect groundwater. Following such BMPs will still leave us with high concentrations of
 nitrate in groundwater and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust
intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated. 


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Sincerely,


Michelle Burns
30236 Pumpkin Hill Rd
Le Sueur, MN 56058-4453
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From: mailagent@thesoftedge.com on behalf of maryeludington@gmail.com
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, August 23, 2017 6:06:23 PM


Dear Mr.:


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rules proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our groundwater from
 agricultural pollution.


The MDA's proposed Part 2 rule includes three major flaws that undermine the state's ability to protect and restore
 our groundwater and drinking water resources.


        1.      Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to
 achieve the clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protection Act, and unreasonably limits its
 application to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as directed by the Act.
 The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rules only apply to some groundwater.
        2.      Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Phase III or IV
 regulatory authority if farm operators adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The
 Act calls for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of ineffective "best management
 practices" (BMP's).
        3.      Unacceptable reliance on the wrong BMPs: The rules rely on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize
 farm profit rather that protect groundwater. Following such BMPs will still leave us with high concentrations of
 nitrate in groundwater and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust
intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated. 


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Sincerely,


Mary Ludington
4240 GARFIELD AVE
Minneapolis, MN 55409-1812
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From: Nathan Potucek
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: N Fertilizer Rule
Date: Friday, August 18, 2017 6:19:51 PM


Dear Fertilizer Technical Unit Supervisor Larry Gunderson,


I am writing in regards to the MDA proposed N Fertilizer Rule. I am asking that the rule be
 rewritten and consider the huge economic impact it will have on Minnesota's farm families.
First of all, the rule relies on faulty data collected from domestic wells. Well casings have
 many maintenance and construction issues that can lead to the well being compromised and
 showing levels of N higher than in the surrounding groundwater. The result is that farm
 families are considered guilty before the actual source of the N is determined. The MDA
 should only use test results from properly constructed monitoring wells.
Secondly, the application of the rule may have devastating economic effects on farm families.
 Farmers are already careful about the rate of N used on their fields. This is an expensive input
 that is vital for a good harvest. We do not want to waste N or pollute groundwater. In many
 areas there is not proper infrastructure to get N to farmers in the fall. Fall road restrictions
 could make fertilizers unavailable and spell doom for farm families. In addition, there is not
 adequate manpower and machinery to get all the fields fertilized in the spring. These
 challenges and the economic impact on farm families and rural economies has not been
 looked at or considered at all in this rule.
Finally, the rule's use of townships is too broad. Each field acts differently than the next.
 Looking at soils and the conservation practices on a field level should be a part of the rule
 before any restriction is put on the use of N fertilizer.
Please take the time to look into these issues and rewrite the rule in a way that will treat farm
 families fairly. The rule should look at the true source of N and the true levels of N and be
 built upon sound science.


Regards, 
Nathan Potucek 
26568 270th St NW
Warren, MN 56762 
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From: MDA.Info@state.mn.us
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Cc: Wolf, Katie (MDA)
Subject: Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comment
Date: Friday, August 18, 2017 9:19:49 AM


The following information has been submitted through the Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule
 Comment Form.


Name: Matt and Cheryl Lantz
Organization: Lantz Enterprises, Inc.


Email: mlantz1961@gmail.com
Zip Code: 56055
Comment: My concern as a hog producer and crop farmer is with the application of


 manure. Spring application of manure creates major compaction issues and
 can have severe affects on production. It can also increase the potential for
 runoff if the ground is compacted and doesn't allow the Spring rains to soak
 into the soil. The other issue is time to apply. Manure application is a much
 slower process applying one our two acres at a time would create a huge
 logistics problem. Trying to apply manure in the Spring and still being able to
 plant in a timely fashion would be almost impossible.
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From: Michelle Gobely
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Friday, August 18, 2017 3:53:33 PM


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our ground from
 agricultural pollution.


While Part 1 of MDA's proposed rule is satisfactory, Part 2 includes three major flaws that undermine the state's
 ability to protect and restore our groundwater and drinking water resources.


1. Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to achieve the
 clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protect Act, and unreasonably limits application of the
 Groundwater Protection Act to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as
 directed by the Act. The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rule only applies to some
 groundwater.
2. Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Level III or IV regulatory
 authority if local landowners adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The Act calls
 for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of already-common BMPs.
3. Reliance on ineffective requirements: The rule relies on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize farm profit
 rather than protect groundwater. Following such BMPs may result in high concentrations of nitrate in groundwater
 and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust state and local intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated by
 agricultural practices.


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Miss. Michelle Gobely
1581 Wheelock Ln Apt 202
St. Paul, MN 55117
6514894393
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From: patricia huberrty
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Saturday, August 19, 2017 7:24:40 AM


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our ground from
 agricultural pollution.


While Part 1 of MDA's proposed rule is satisfactory, Part 2 includes three major flaws that undermine the state's
 ability to protect and restore our groundwater and drinking water resources.


1. Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to achieve the
 clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protect Act, and unreasonably limits application of the
 Groundwater Protection Act to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as
 directed by the Act. The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rule only applies to some
 groundwater.
2. Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Level III or IV regulatory
 authority if local landowners adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The Act calls
 for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of already-common BMPs.
3. Reliance on ineffective requirements: The rule relies on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize farm profit
 rather than protect groundwater. Following such BMPs may result in high concentrations of nitrate in groundwater
 and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust state and local intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated by
 agricultural practices.


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Ms. patricia huberrty
1774 Trail Rd
mendota hts, MN 55118
651-405-8918
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From: mailagent@thesoftedge.com on behalf of mariquita@nderson.net
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, August 23, 2017 5:41:22 PM


Dear Mr.:


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rules proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our groundwater from
 agricultural pollution.


The MDA's proposed Part 2 rule includes three major flaws that undermine the state's ability to protect and restore
 our groundwater and drinking water resources.


        1.      Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to
 achieve the clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protection Act, and unreasonably limits its
 application to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as directed by the Act.
 The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rules only apply to some groundwater.
        2.      Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Phase III or IV
 regulatory authority if farm operators adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The
 Act calls for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of ineffective "best management
 practices" (BMP's).
        3.      Unacceptable reliance on the wrong BMPs: The rules rely on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize
 farm profit rather that protect groundwater. Following such BMPs will still leave us with high concentrations of
 nitrate in groundwater and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust
intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated. 


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Sincerely,


Mariquita Anderson
1800 Washington Ave S Apt 502
Minneapolis, MN 55454-2054
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From: Lloyd Start
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: N Fertilizer Rule
Date: Thursday, August 24, 2017 4:20:01 PM


Dear Fertilizer Technical Unit Supervisor Larry Gunderson,


I am writing in regards to the MDA proposed N Fertilizer Rule. I am asking that the rule be
 rewritten and consider the huge economic impact it will have on Minnesota's farm families.
First of all, the rule relies on faulty data collected from domestic wells. Well casings have
 many maintenance and construction issues that can lead to the well being compromised and
 showing levels of N higher than in the surrounding groundwater. The result is that farm
 families are considered guilty before the actual source of the N is determined. The MDA
 should only use test results from properly constructed monitoring wells.
Secondly, the application of the rule may have devastating economic effects on farm families.
 Farmers are already careful about the rate of N used on their fields. This is an expensive input
 that is vital for a good harvest. We do not want to waste N or pollute groundwater. In many
 areas there is not proper infrastructure to get N to farmers in the fall. Fall road restrictions
 could make fertilizers unavailable and spell doom for farm families. In addition, there is not
 adequate manpower and machinery to get all the fields fertilized in the spring. These
 challenges and the economic impact on farm families and rural economies has not been
 looked at or considered at all in this rule.
Finally, the rule's use of townships is too broad. Each field acts differently than the next.
 Looking at soils and the conservation practices on a field level should be a part of the rule
 before any restriction is put on the use of N fertilizer.
Please take the time to look into these issues and rewrite the rule in a way that will treat farm
 families fairly. The rule should look at the true source of N and the true levels of N and be
 built upon sound science.


Regards, 
Lloyd Start 
74709 MN-16
Grand Meadow, MN 55936 
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From: Berg, Jeffrey (MDA)
To: Berg, Jeffrey (MDA)
Subject: Michelle Nutting - Agrium
Date: Tuesday, August 08, 2017 7:22:44 AM


From: Nutting, Michelle [mailto:Michelle.Nutting@agrium.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 27, 2017 12:28 PM
To: Montgomery, Bruce (MDA) <bruce.montgomery@state.mn.us>
Subject: Questions regarding N Fertilizer Rule
 
Hi Bruce, I’ve been reading the materials available on line and have a few questions. 
Related to  Part 1:


·         What % of cropland is in the vulnerable groundwater area?  The map makes it look like
 about 30 to 40% of cropland may be in the vulnerable area.  Do you have an analysis?


·         Does no fall application of application of N (meaning no application after Aug. 31st) include
 no application of organic sources of N?


·         How much nitrogen application currently happens in the vulnerable groundwater area and
 what source of N is predominantly applied in fall? 


·         Has there been any analysis done of the logistical capabilities of the crop input suppliers to
 deliver and the farmers to apply all their N requirements in the spring?


As it relates to Part 2:
·         What kind of surveying will be done with farmers to determine the % level of BMP adoption


 and how will it be determined to be representative of 80% of cropland?
 
What is the estimated cost of the implementation of this rule?
I hope that Agrium or Crop Production Services (of which Agrium is the parent company) will have a
 representative at your upcoming meeting on the N Rule.
Michelle
Michelle Nutting,  Agrium
Manager, Agriculture Sustainability
Office  403 225-7186
Mobile  403 471-6439
13131 Lake Fraser Dr. SE
Calgary, AB, Canada
T2J 7E8
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


For more information on Agrium’s E-Mail Policy or to unsubscribe, click here: http://www.agrium.com/email_footer_en.jsp
Pour plus de renseignements sur la politique de courrier électronique d’Agrium ou pour vous désabonnez, cliquez ici :
 http://www.agrium.com/email_footer_fr.jsp
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From: MDA.Info@state.mn.us
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Cc: Wolf, Katie (MDA)
Subject: Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comment
Date: Saturday, August 26, 2017 8:12:00 AM


The following information has been submitted through the Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule
 Comment Form.


Name: Mike Alme
Organization: Farmer


Email: mike@agpartners.net
Zip Code: 55985
Comment: Please consider changing the fall nitrogen rule that restricts N applications to


 20# per acre associated with Map and Dap applications. I use grid sampling
 and grid spreading recommendations to fertilize my farm. 2 year removal and
 build applications can exceed the 20# rate. Thank you.
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From: Info, MDA (MDA)
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Cc: Wolf, Katie (MDA)
Subject: Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comment
Date: Friday, August 25, 2017 3:20:50 PM


The following information has been submitted through the Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comment Form.


Name:   Lisa Dunn      
Organization:          
Email:   dunwayne1@gmail.com    
Zip Code:        56026  
Comment:         I believe that part 1 of the proposed rule should be eliminated. Farmers are becoming much more
 efficient and careful with nutrient management, especially nitrogen, and newer technologies are helping with that.
 Part 1, if enacted, might create more problems, especially with phosphorus applications that are put on in the fall.
 Evaluating nitrogen management practices can be very complex. More research is needed on BMP's so that we
 don't end up with unreasonable nitrogen rate limits.        
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From: Patti Combs
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Friday, August 18, 2017 10:39:52 AM


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our ground from
 agricultural pollution.


While Part 1 of MDA's proposed rule is satisfactory, Part 2 includes three major flaws that undermine the state's
 ability to protect and restore our groundwater and drinking water resources.


1. Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to achieve the
 clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protect Act, and unreasonably limits application of the
 Groundwater Protection Act to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as
 directed by the Act. The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rule only applies to some
 groundwater.
2. Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Level III or IV regulatory
 authority if local landowners adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The Act calls
 for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of already-common BMPs.
3. Reliance on ineffective requirements: The rule relies on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize farm profit
 rather than protect groundwater. Following such BMPs may result in high concentrations of nitrate in groundwater
 and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust state and local intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated by
 agricultural practices.


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Patti Combs
4338 42nd Ave S
Minnesota, MN 55406
999-999-9999
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From: Matthew Tiffany
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Friday, August 18, 2017 7:40:06 PM


Dear Supervisor Gunderson,


As a 5th generation farmer, I share a huge desire to maintain and improve our water quality while I use it and pass it
 along to others.  I have been taught from my ancestors to implement conservation-minded practices and continue to
 do so and feel that following University BMP's are a great start that work for me.  I do however have a few
 concerns with the initial draft that has been provided.


The Department of Agriculture needs to conduct more thorough research before nitrogen limitations are put into
 place. Instead of a rule, the Department should support outreach and education efforts to further the adoption of
 improved nitrogen management practices. Research focus should be on the most up-to-date best management
 practices, timed applications of nitrogen fertilizer, and usage of precision agriculture technology.


As I looked to minimize my tillage, incorporate cover crops and variable rate apply my nutrients on my own I
 became aware of the available programs through the local SWCD office.  My concern is that I would have never
 know anything about those programs had I not taken the time and initiative to inquire on my own.  I applied for
 EQUIP for cover cropping to help share the cost to implement a practice that would achieve the goal of this rule and
 was turned down, as was every farmer in Redwood County that applied.  I feel a stronger emphasis on advertising
 the available conservation programs to assist  farmers improve their nutrient and nitrogen management should be
 the first step prior to implementing mandates and rules.  Most of the farmers I know are concerned with nitrogen
 losses and are striving to find ways to improve it on their own.  If they knew of the available programs they would
 make a change.


I feel most farmers have the urge and desire to manage their nitrogen in an environmentally friendly way already.  I
 also think that more education and information about the available programs to help them do it would be a great
 first step before a mandated rule is put in place.  My feeling is that I'm just borrowing the water that's on my farm
 and when it leaves, it needs to be in as good of shape or better than what it came as.


Sincerely,


Sincerely,


Matthew Tiffany
1212 S Ramsey St
Redwood Falls, MN 56283
matt_tiffany@hotmail.com
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From: mailagent@thesoftedge.com on behalf of maryvineeta@gmail.com
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Thursday, August 24, 2017 8:41:25 AM


Dear Mr.:


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rules proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our groundwater from
 agricultural pollution.


The MDA's proposed Part 2 rule includes three major flaws that undermine the state's ability to protect and restore
 our groundwater and drinking water resources.


        1.      Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to
 achieve the clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protection Act, and unreasonably limits its
 application to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as directed by the Act.
 The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rules only apply to some groundwater.
        2.      Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Phase III or IV
 regulatory authority if farm operators adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The
 Act calls for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of ineffective "best management
 practices" (BMP's).
        3.      Unacceptable reliance on the wrong BMPs: The rules rely on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize
 farm profit rather that protect groundwater. Following such BMPs will still leave us with high concentrations of
 nitrate in groundwater and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust
intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated. 


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Sincerely,


Mary Dosch
ON540 MA Center Drive,#3
Elburn, IL 60119
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From: MDA.Info@state.mn.us
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Cc: Wolf, Katie (MDA)
Subject: Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comment
Date: Saturday, August 05, 2017 5:50:39 AM


The following information has been submitted through the Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule
 Comment Form.


Name: Nathan ide
Organization: 


Email: nateide2003@yahoo.com
Zip Code: 55354
Comment: Hi I farm in a area that has some problems (a few of my fields would be


 affected) I gird sample all of my fields by 2.5ac. I have fully understood
 loosing N for yrs and is why I use a combination of DAP, NH3 (fall applied)
 and ESN (also fall applied is a must!!) of the 1000s of grids that I take the
 lowest CEC that I have is a 12 which is why I only apply 100lbs of N in fall
 of NH3 the other sources would not become active till spring. I believe there
 should be a way of working within the system to manage and not just a (you
 can't in fall) Spring is hectic enough without trying to get all fertilizer on in
 spring!!! Especially Dap and Map !! From studying CEC and soil maps from
 my area there should be a way to work with the system! The map is not 100%
 accurate but is a general guideline! Nate
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From: MDA.Info@state.mn.us
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Cc: Wolf, Katie (MDA)
Subject: Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comment
Date: Friday, August 18, 2017 3:01:40 PM


The following information has been submitted through the Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule
 Comment Form.


Name: Mark hiniker
Organization: Pipestone county Corn growers


Email: M.hiniker@hotmail.com
Zip Code: 56164
Comment: the nitrogen rule should adjusted if you are putting on in the fall and working


 it in Is different than putting on top of frozen ground
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From: Mike Brekke
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Sunday, August 20, 2017 8:40:06 AM


Dear Supervisor Gunderson,


As a farmer, I am writing to express concerns with the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's proposed nitrogen
 fertilizer rule. Water is important to me and my family, however, there are concerns that need to be addressed in
 this proposed rule.


The Department of Agriculture needs to conduct more thorough research before nitrogen limitations are put into
 place. Instead of a rule, the Department should support outreach and education efforts to further the adoption of
 improved nitrogen management practices. Research focus should be on the most up-to-date best management
 practices, timed applications of nitrogen fertilizer, and usage of precision agriculture technology.


Water quality is a top priority for Minnesota farmers and ranchers. However, I urge the Department to do away with
 the first part of the proposed rule and instead focus on helping farmers implement best management practices that
 work on each farm, rather than another one-size fits all approach.  The areas shaded in on section 34 Hartland 
 township make no sense whatsoever as similar areas throughout  the neighborhood are not. Please allow common
 sense to play a part in this.  Michael Brekke


Sincerely,


Sincerely,


Mike Brekke
28405 708th Ave
Hartland, MN 56042
brekmr@live.com
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From: Smallgrains.org
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Comments on Fertilizer Rule
Date: Thursday, August 17, 2017 4:36:18 PM


Larry Gunderson
Pesticide and Fertilizer Management Division
Minnesota Department of Agriculture
625 Roberts Street North
St. Paul, MN 55155-2538


Dear Mr. Gunderson,


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


I do not think a one-size-fits-all strategy is the best approach to maintaining or improving
 groundwater in a state as large and diverse as Minnesota. Instead of prohibiting fall nitrogen
 applications across the entire state based solely on soil type, you should take into account the
 many factors that reduce the risk of nitrate leaching in the different parts of the state,
 including northern and western Minnesota. You should take a regional approach and work
 with growers and other local experts to identify the best strategies, for each region, before
 regulating nitrogen applications as proposed in Part 1 of the rule.


By prohibiting fall applications of nitrogen in such a large area of Northwest Minnesota, you
 would be creating a major problem because we do not have the infrastructure, at supply
 companies and individual farms, to apply and incorporate all the acres in a very short
 application window in the spring. (Infrastructure includes: people, equipment, storage
 capacity and large distances between fields and to the fertilizer source-Mississippi River)
 There could be unintended consequences because P and K may be incorporated in the fall and
 N in the spring, causing more tillage and possible erosion in some situations. It would also
 raise the cost of production.


Nitrogen is expensive and I am doing whatever I can to keep it available for the crops that I
 grow. I use many different strategies to do this economically and I am always looking for
 additional ways. That is why research is so important.


I am not opposed to changing and adopting to new information or technology, however to
 make big changes, as proposed in Part 1, it would be good to know the changes are needed
 and will have a positive impact on our groundwater quality. I encourage you to seek out
 current well testing data and expand the monitoring of ground water in our area before
 regulating. I believe most of us are doing a good job of limiting nitrogen loss in order to keep
 it available for our crops to use. Research will help us do more.


Thank you for your willingness to listen and work with local and regional growers to find the
 best solutions. I understand you added additional listening sessions and extended the
 comment period in order to get additional input. I hope the input you are getting will
 encourage you to change Part 1 of the Rule so that regulation does not take place in regions
 that need additional testing and consideration of regional risk factors. I am willing to work
 with you and others to help identify regional factors that contribute significantly more or less
 risk. This along with testing should happen before the regulation in Part 1 takes place.
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Sincerely,


mitch wavra


56721


mitch42@gra.midco.net








From: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
To: Wolf, Katie (MDA)
Subject: FW: Proposed Nitrogen fertilizer rule
Date: Tuesday, September 12, 2017 11:50:43 AM


Larry Gunderson, Supervisor
Fertilizer Technical Unit
Minnesota Department of Agriculture
625 Robert Street North
St. Paul, Minnesota 55155
651-201-6168
Larry.Gunderson@state.mn.us


-----Original Message-----
From: mlacrosse@mncable.net [mailto:mlacrosse@mncable.net]
Sent: Thursday, July 27, 2017 12:21 AM
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA) <larry.gunderson@state.mn.us>
Subject: Proposed Nitrogen fertilizer rule


To Whom It May Concern,


  Please reconsider the proposed nitrogen fertilizer rule as it is now written. This rule if it becomes law would
 unfairly hurt the farmers in my area who are already doing their part to minimize the risk of nitrates polluting our
 drinking water. I farm 1500 acres in Red Lake County and all but 320 acres are in the browned out area, forbidden
 to apply fall nitrogen. To my knowledge the farmers in my area all have a safe source of water from their wells.
 This is not by accident. The farmers in my area use good stewardship practices as encouraged by our University
 Extension Service. We soil test, use the right amount of fertilizer, never fall apply to light sandy soils and wait in
 the fall until soil temps have reached a safe temp and biological activity slows way down or stops.
   I am currently raising a family with 3 kids and a wife and I would never do anything that would put them at risk. I
 also would never do anything to harm my neighbors and I feel confident they wouldn't do any harmful thing to me
 in return.
  The city of Crookston has wells just to the west of me on the old Lake Agassiz beach head.  They monitor their
 wells on a regular basis. If anyone is the "canary in the coalmine" its them and they continue to provide their
 citizens with a safe source of drinking water. Again this is not by accident, it's the result of farmers using safe, time
 proven methods of caring for their crops and using BMP's that have been promoted for years by University experts.
 I guess the main thing that bothers farmers in my area is the lack of benefits this rule would accomplish.  A quick
 google search of areas in Minnesota that are having problems with nitrogen in their drinking water centers around
 the Minnesota and Blue Earth rivers areas in the southwest corner of the state. The proposed map as it now stands
 hardly even affects them as very little of their part of the state is in the browned out area.
 They will get to go on with business as usual unless a problem is identified and then they get three years to fix it
 using BMP's at first on a volunteer basis.
  This law is an overreach of government that tries to provide a solution to a problem that in many areas doesn't
 exist. It looks a lot like the Buffer Law all over again.  The benefits that are expected to come about are just too
 small mostly because they try to treat a problem with a large sweeping solution that in too many cases misses the
 mark. The intent of the law is a good one.  Everyone deserves safe drinking water but achieving that end by large
 sweeping laws are not what will ensure that future.  What will bring the most benefit will be ensuring common
 sense practices are used to bring about the results that are desired. Monitor the ground water around the state, use
 the local Soil and Water Conservation Districts, that I am a board member of, as a tool. The resource is there- use it!
 If a problem begins to develop then local steps can be taken to find solutions. Our best answers will come from
 local experts under the guidance of University professionals not from large sweeping laws that come out of St. Paul.


Mark LaCrosse
1005 Chicago Ave SW
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Red Lake Falls,  MN


mlacrosse@mncable.net








From: Michael Sukalski
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Tuesday, August 22, 2017 8:40:29 AM


Dear Supervisor Gunderson,


As a farmer, I am writing to express concerns with the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's proposed nitrogen
 fertilizer rule. Water is important to me and my family, however, there are concerns that need to be addressed in
 this proposed rule.


The Department of Agriculture needs to conduct more thorough research before nitrogen limitations are put into
 place. Instead of a rule, the Department should support outreach and education efforts to further the adoption of
 improved nitrogen management practices. Research focus should be on the most up-to-date best management
 practices, timed applications of nitrogen fertilizer, and usage of precision agriculture technology.


Water quality is a top priority for Minnesota farmers and ranchers. However, I urge the Department to do away with
 the first part of the proposed rule and instead focus on helping farmers implement best management practices that
 work on each farm, rather than another one-size fits all approach.


Sincerely,


Sincerely,


Michael Sukalski
135 Eltinge Pl
Fairmont, MN 56031
mjsukalski@hotmail.com
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From: Martha Furr
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Thursday, August 24, 2017 9:07:26 AM


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our groundwater from
 agricultural pollution.


While Part 1 of MDA's proposed rule is satisfactory, Part 2 includes three major flaws that undermine the state's
 ability to protect and restore our groundwater and drinking water resources.


1.      Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to achieve
 the clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protect Act, and unreasonably limits application of the
 Groundwater Protection Act to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as
 directed by the Act. The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rule only applies to some
 groundwater.


2. Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Level III or IV regulatory
 authority if local landowners adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The Act calls
 for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of already-common BMPs.


3. Reliance on ineffective requirements: The rule relies on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize farm profit
 rather than protect groundwater. Following such BMPs may result in high concentrations of nitrate in groundwater
 and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust state and local intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated by
 agricultural practices. 


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Ms. Martha Furr
2020 26th Ave S
Minneapolis, MN 55406
612-616-0327
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From: Matt Widboom
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: N Fertilizer Rule
Date: Friday, August 25, 2017 2:20:52 PM


Dear Fertilizer Technical Unit Supervisor Larry Gunderson,


I am writing in regards to the MDA proposed N Fertilizer Rule. I am asking that the rule be rewritten and consider
 the huge economic impact it will have on Minnesota's farm families.
First of all, the rule relies on faulty data collected from domestic wells. Well casings have many maintenance and
 construction issues that can lead to the well being compromised and showing levels of N higher than in the
 surrounding groundwater. The result is that farm families are considered guilty before the actual source of the N is
 determined. The MDA should only use test results from properly constructed monitoring wells.
Secondly, the application of the rule may have devastating economic effects on farm families. Farmers are already
 careful about the rate of N used on their fields. This is an expensive input that is vital for a good harvest. We do not
 want to waste N or pollute groundwater. In many areas there is not proper infrastructure to get N to farmers in the
 fall. Fall road restrictions could make fertilizers unavailable and spell doom for farm families. In addition, there is
 not adequate manpower and machinery to get all the fields fertilized in the spring. These challenges and the
 economic impact on farm families and rural economies has not been looked at or considered at all in this rule.
Finally, the rule's use of townships is too broad. Each field acts differently than the next. Looking at soils and the
 conservation practices on a field level should be a part of the rule before any restriction is put on the use of N
 fertilizer.
Please take the time to look into these issues and rewrite the rule in a way that will treat farm families fairly. The
 rule should look at the true source of N and the true levels of N and be built upon sound science.


Regards,
Matt Widboom
2248 US-59
Worthington, MN 56187   <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/60865/21891178>
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From: MDA.Info@state.mn.us
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Cc: Wolf, Katie (MDA)
Subject: Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comment
Date: Tuesday, August 15, 2017 9:24:51 AM


The following information has been submitted through the Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule
 Comment Form.


Name: Marty amundson
Organization: 


Email: Marty3500@hotmail.com
Zip Code: 55992
Comment: I don't have a problem not applying nitrogen in the fall for the next years crop.


 But I am concerned about applying manure in the fall before ground freezing.
 Fall application works the best for my farming operation. My Harvey clay
 does not dry as nice in the spring and a spring manure app could destroy some
 soils with compaction in the spring. Is there any modeling on the amount of N
 is in tree escapes along the creeks and river. It would seem to me that there
 are some n issues with those areas.
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From: mailagent@thesoftedge.com on behalf of Melissa.peterka@gmail.com
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Thursday, August 24, 2017 1:01:16 PM


Dear Mr.:


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rules proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our groundwater from
 agricultural pollution.


The MDA's proposed Part 2 rule includes three major flaws that undermine the state's ability to protect and restore
 our groundwater and drinking water resources.


        1.      Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to
 achieve the clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protection Act, and unreasonably limits its
 application to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as directed by the Act.
 The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rules only apply to some groundwater.
        2.      Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Phase III or IV
 regulatory authority if farm operators adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The
 Act calls for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of ineffective "best management
 practices" (BMP's).
        3.      Unacceptable reliance on the wrong BMPs: The rules rely on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize
 farm profit rather that protect groundwater. Following such BMPs will still leave us with high concentrations of
 nitrate in groundwater and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust
intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated. 


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Sincerely,


Melissa Urbanek
3325 macey place
Stillwater, MN 55082-5192
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From: Marcia Stoesz
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Thursday, August 24, 2017 9:59:53 PM


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our groundwater from
 agricultural pollution.


While Part 1 of MDA's proposed rule is satisfactory, Part 2 includes three major flaws that undermine the state's
 ability to protect and restore our groundwater and drinking water resources.


1.      Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to achieve
 the clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protect Act, and unreasonably limits application of the
 Groundwater Protection Act to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as
 directed by the Act. The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rule only applies to some
 groundwater.


2. Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Level III or IV regulatory
 authority if local landowners adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The Act calls
 for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of already-common BMPs.


3. Reliance on ineffective requirements: The rule relies on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize farm profit
 rather than protect groundwater. Following such BMPs may result in high concentrations of nitrate in groundwater
 and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust state and local intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated by
 agricultural practices. 


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Ms. Marcia Stoesz
16570 Baywood Ln
Eden Prairie, MN 55346
6127502792
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From: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
To: Wolf, Katie (MDA)
Subject: FW: Nitrates in grond water
Date: Friday, July 07, 2017 11:11:00 AM


Larry Gunderson, Supervisor
Fertilizer Technical Unit
Minnesota Department of Agriculture
625 Robert Street North
St. Paul, Minnesota 55155
651-201-6168
Larry.Gunderson@state.mn.us


-----Original Message-----
From: Michael Wojahn [mailto:mcwojahn@icloud.com]
Sent: Thursday, July 06, 2017 4:34 PM
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA) <larry.gunderson@state.mn.us>
Subject: Nitrates in grond water


I have a concern on Nitrates in ground water baseline.  If we only use data from today and assume any nitrates over
 a certain amount are from human activity we are ignoring naturally occurring nitrate sources including swamps and
 other high organic mater nitrate sources,  These sources are pre-existing and it is nearly impossible to remove their
 nitrates by human activities on farm fields.
When I moved to our farm in 1979 one of the first things we had to do was auger a well to get a viable water
 source.  We did hit good water flow below 100 feet, but from the start the water was high in nitrates.  Our soils are
 clay based so water does not flow easily from surface activity.  It is very unlikely that these high nitrate levels can
 be mitigated by surface activity.  That well has since been abandoned because Red Rock Rural Water has a line to
 our farm.  I have no well that can be tested anymore.
Michael Wojahn
48070 380th Street
Windom, MN 56101
507-831-3161
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From: Nick Olberding
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Friday, August 25, 2017 7:30:10 AM


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our groundwater from
 agricultural pollution.


While Part 1 of MDA's proposed rule is satisfactory, Part 2 includes three major flaws that undermine the state's
 ability to protect and restore our groundwater and drinking water resources.


1.      Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to achieve
 the clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protect Act, and unreasonably limits application of the
 Groundwater Protection Act to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as
 directed by the Act. The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rule only applies to some
 groundwater.


2. Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Level III or IV regulatory
 authority if local landowners adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The Act calls
 for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of already-common BMPs.


3. Reliance on ineffective requirements: The rule relies on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize farm profit
 rather than protect groundwater. Following such BMPs may result in high concentrations of nitrate in groundwater
 and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust state and local intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated by
 agricultural practices. 


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Mr. Nick Olberding
7109 Ashton Ave NE
Fridley, MN 55432
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From: Myrna Thomas
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Saturday, August 26, 2017 7:01:42 PM


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our groundwater from
 agricultural pollution.


While Part 1 of MDA's proposed rule is satisfactory, Part 2 includes three major flaws that undermine the state's
 ability to protect and restore our groundwater and drinking water resources.


1.      Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to achieve
 the clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protect Act, and unreasonably limits application of the
 Groundwater Protection Act to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as
 directed by the Act. The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rule only applies to some
 groundwater.


2. Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Level III or IV regulatory
 authority if local landowners adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The Act calls
 for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of already-common BMPs.


3. Reliance on ineffective requirements: The rule relies on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize farm profit
 rather than protect groundwater. Following such BMPs may result in high concentrations of nitrate in groundwater
 and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust state and local intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated by
 agricultural practices. 


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Mrs. Myrna Thomas
1148 Orange Ave E
Saint Paul, MN 55106
6517716400
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From: neil johnson
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen rule
Date: Tuesday, August 01, 2017 11:19:27 AM


Here is a list of my concerns over the proposed nitrogen rule. We don't
need more rules with the government looking over our shoulders and more
documentation requirements.


     1. First we need to prove we have a problem with our ground water
being contaminated. This  needs to be done in an independent manner,
with full transparency since we no longer trust the state of Mn to be
honest with their data. Too much false science has been used in making
decisions that effect our farms. (Buffer Law assuming water can flow up
hill)


     2. Too much has been spent to build plan without considering the
extent of the threat in our area.


     3. Requiring fall application, where it is not necessary, increases
the costs by requiring more equipment, manpower, transportation, and
storage. It can not be accomplished with our limited available labor and
capital.


     4. There is not enough people to hire to get this job done in our
narrow window of opportunity. Good, capable and experienced people are
not available for short term work. This type of job is very high tech
and needs educated people to operate the equipment.


     5. If there is some nitrogen in the ground water it needs to be
addressed. Maybe by Reverse Osmosis filtering. This is much cheaper than
changing farming practices.


     6. The farmers are already doing the right thing, and have been for
years.


             a. Limiting their fall applications where they see a treat
of fertilizer losses. They do not want to throw away their fertilizer.


             b. Using vari-rate nitrogen applications where appropriate.


             c. Using deep soil tests to monitor nitrogen levels .


             d. Using nitrogen fertilizer stabilizers where appropriate.


     7. I worry about aggressive enforcement practices of MN Dept of Ag.
We see the news letter bragging about excessive fines for minimal
infractions that lead us to think of you as the enemy.


Neil J Johnson


Warren, Mn


---
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From: Mark Watrin
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Thursday, August 24, 2017 6:00:04 PM


Dear Supervisor Gunderson,


As a fellow Minnesotan I am concerned about water quality.  We have instituted bmp on our farm many years ago. 
 That being said, not all farms are the same.  Livestock producers are at a huge disadvantage as far as logistics when
 it comes to manure verses commercial application of Nitrogen.  If the proposed rule goes into affect we would not
 be able to late fall apply any manure.  It is 100% impossible to store and get all the manure applied in the spring due
 to wet conditions, road restrictions, and timely planting.  This rule would cripple our operation and potentially put
 us out of business.   There needs to be some common sense approach to protecting our waters and a one size all
 approach is not that approach.  Understanding we have different capabilities and farms is the first step moving
 forward.  This will also increase the cost to farmers as it would render smaller yields due to late planting and
 increased cost of road restrictions.   I do believe the intent is good, but the unintended consequences will be
 devastating for the farms that cannot fall apply nitrogen.


Best Regards.


Sincerely,


Mark Watrin
52753 Watrin Rd
Sandstone, MN 55072
watrindairy@yahoo.com
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From: Luke Johnson
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Friday, August 25, 2017 9:20:04 AM


Dear Supervisor Gunderson,


As a farmer, I am writing to express concerns with the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's proposed nitrogen
 fertilizer rule. Water is important to me and my family, however, there are concerns that need to be addressed in
 this proposed rule.


The Department of Agriculture needs to conduct more thorough research before nitrogen limitations are put into
 place. Instead of a rule, the Department should support outreach and education efforts to further the adoption of
 improved nitrogen management practices. Research focus should be on the most up-to-date best management
 practices, timed applications of nitrogen fertilizer, and usage of precision agriculture technology.


Water quality is a top priority for Minnesota farmers and ranchers. However, I urge the Department to do away with
 the first part of the proposed rule and instead focus on helping farmers implement best management practices that
 work on each farm, rather than another one-size fits all approach.


I care a great deal about nitrogen management and currently employ loss reduction strategies such as split
 applications, nitrogen stabilizers, use of soil specific nitrogen modeling, and tissue sampling.  As a participant in the
 nitrogen smart program provided by UofM extension it is very clear to me you do not have sufficient research
 related to N loss and appropriate management to justify such a blanket rule for the entire state.  Perhaps you should
 pick an area which is actually seeing issues and try targeted management in this areas and see what works before
 imposing such onerous restrictions on the farmer.


Sincerely
Luke Johnson
913.660.2023


Sincerely,


Luke Johnson
60660 230th St
Litchfield, MN 55355
ljohnson250@hotmail.com
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From: mailagent@thesoftedge.com on behalf of snyde043@gmail.com
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, August 23, 2017 7:11:25 PM


Dear Mr.:


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rules proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our groundwater from
 agricultural pollution.


The MDA's proposed Part 2 rule includes three major flaws that undermine the state's ability to protect and restore
 our groundwater and drinking water resources.


        1.      Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to
 achieve the clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protection Act, and unreasonably limits its
 application to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as directed by the Act.
 The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rules only apply to some groundwater.
        2.      Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Phase III or IV
 regulatory authority if farm operators adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The
 Act calls for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of ineffective "best management
 practices" (BMP's).
        3.      Unacceptable reliance on the wrong BMPs: The rules rely on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize
 farm profit rather that protect groundwater. Following such BMPs will still leave us with high concentrations of
 nitrate in groundwater and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust
intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated. 


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Sincerely,


Mark Snyder
2302 Johnson St NE
Minneapolis, MN 55418-3938
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From: mailagent@thesoftedge.com on behalf of pamthinesen@msn.com
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, August 23, 2017 6:06:25 PM


Dear Mr.:


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rules proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our groundwater from
 agricultural pollution.


The MDA's proposed Part 2 rule includes three major flaws that undermine the state's ability to protect and restore
 our groundwater and drinking water resources.


        1.      Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to
 achieve the clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protection Act, and unreasonably limits its
 application to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as directed by the Act.
 The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rules only apply to some groundwater.
        2.      Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Phase III or IV
 regulatory authority if farm operators adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The
 Act calls for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of ineffective "best management
 practices" (BMP's).
        3.      Unacceptable reliance on the wrong BMPs: The rules rely on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize
 farm profit rather that protect groundwater. Following such BMPs will still leave us with high concentrations of
 nitrate in groundwater and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust
intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated. 


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Sincerely,


Pamela Thinesen
6165 Green Valley Rd
Anoka, MN 55303-3272
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From: mailagent@thesoftedge.com on behalf of mmraskovich@gmail.com
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Friday, August 18, 2017 2:16:21 PM


Dear Mr.:


Thank you for the opportunity to com``qament on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's draft Nitrogen
 Fertilizer Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rules proposed by the agency is inadequate, and fails to protect our ground
 from agricultural pollution.


The MDA's proposed Part 2 rule includes three major flaws that undermine the state's ability to protect and restore
 our groundwater and drinking water resources.


        1.      Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to
 achieve the clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protection Act, and unreasonably limits its
 application to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as directed by the Act.
 The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rules only apply to some groundwater.
        2.      Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Phase III or IV
 regulatory authority if local landowners adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The
 Act calls for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of in effective BMPs.
        3.      Unacceptable reliance on the wrong BMPs: Reliance on ineffective requirements: The rules rely on
 agricultural BMPs designed to maximize farm profit rather that protect groundwater. Following such BMPs may
 result in high concentrations of nitrate in groundwater and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust
intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated. 


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Sincerely,


Michelle  Raskovich
1539 N 9th Ave E
Duluth, MN 55805
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From: Mark Melberg
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Friday, August 25, 2017 2:50:03 PM


Dear Supervisor Gunderson,


As a farmer, I am writing to express concerns with the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's proposed nitrogen
 fertilizer rule. Water is important to me and my family, however, there are concerns that need to be addressed in
 this proposed rule.


The Department of Agriculture needs to conduct more thorough research before nitrogen limitations are put into
 place. Instead of a rule, the Department should support outreach and education efforts to further the adoption of
 improved nitrogen management practices. Research focus should be on the most up-to-date best management
 practices, timed applications of nitrogen fertilizer, and usage of precision agriculture technology.


Water quality is a top priority for Minnesota farmers and ranchers. However, I urge the Department to do away with
 the first part of the proposed rule and instead focus on helping farmers implement best management practices that
 work on each farm, rather than another one-size fits all approach.


Sincerely,


Mark Melberg
49028 800th Ave
Hector, MN 55342
mark@melbergfarms.com
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From: Michael Russelle
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Proposed N Fertilizer Rule
Date: Friday, August 25, 2017 4:28:14 PM


It certainly is timely to propose new N fertilizer management rules. As a research soil scientist with 35 years of
 professional experience in Minnesota, I applaud the MDA for doing so.


Voluntary N fertilizer BMPs have not worked, and therefore should not be expected to work, to achieve
 groundwater protection. They have been the preferred and often only option for several decades. They have not
 been effective in changing on-farm behavior, because they provide no economic signal to the person making the
 fertilizer rate decisions, except when fertilizer prices are high relative to grain prices. I like several aspects of the
 rules, especially the potential requirement of AMTs. If the State really wants to protect and improve groundwater
 quality, we have to recognize that cropping systems need to be changed on vulnerable soils.


Finally, the rule is based on measurements – if groundwater quality is declining, more effort is required by land
 managers,; if it is improving, less regulatory involvement is needed. Everyone puts the effort where it is needed
 most.


In vulnerable areas, it is highly unlikely that fertilizer BMPs with annual row crop systems can protect groundwater
 quality. There is a relatively high level of nitrate-N loss under annual row crop systems (see Bruce Montgomery’s
 graph on p. 23 of the Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Listening Session Presentation). This has been shown in both long-
term field research by Gyles Randall and others and by simulation modeling by David Mulla and others. The
 problem is not simply fertilizer management, but is due to lack of active N removal from the soil at times of the
 year when nitrate leaching is high.


Furthermore, even with perennial plants that otherwise help protect groundwater quality there is little potential for
 nitrate removal from soil solution that moves too quickly through the root zone on well-drained and excessively
 well-drained sandy soils and shallow soil over karst. The increasing frequency and intensity of rainfall from
 convective storms likely means we cannot achieve groundwater quality goals without AMTs.


When delineating vulnerable soils, it may be reasonable to use the 1.4 inch/hour rate for hydraulic conductivity as a
 starting point, but I think this is too liberal for soils used for row crops in Minnesota, because of the long time
 period during which hydrology and nitrate uptake and when actively transpiring and growing vegetation is present.


It is understandable, but unfortunate, that the rules have to be applied at the township scale – this means that
 management of vulnerable soils in “non-vulnerable” townships do not have to be managed differently, and soils that
 do not meet the definition of vulnerable must be managed as if they were. Has the MDA overlaid the vulnerable
 soils map on the surficial aquifer maps to determine how likely it is that wellwater quality in targeted townships
 might be affected by fertilizer management in adjacent townships? In those cases where that is likely, it would be
 justified to add a half-township to the targeted township, for example.
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I like the initial 3-year assessment interval, because it emphasizes the seriousness of the issue and the need for rapid
 response to avoid regulation. However, it will take time for a township to establish an advisory team and to promote
 the BMPs and AMTs, so no downgrading of the level should occur just because they did that. If I understand the
 rules and explanatory material provided by MDA, downgrading requires a change in water quality, so that needs to
 be clear to the responsible parties involved. On the other hand, I am doubtful that a public water supply will show a
 significant change in water quality after only 3 years of altered land management. They might interpret the
 proposed rules as indicating faster change than can occur, so you may want to educate them on this.


Michael Russelle


1480 Chelmsford St.
St. Paul, MN 55108


c: 651-434-0716








From: MDA.Info@state.mn.us
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Cc: Wolf, Katie (MDA)
Subject: Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comment
Date: Thursday, August 24, 2017 3:47:50 PM


The following information has been submitted through the Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule
 Comment Form.


Name: Marilyn Goffin
Organization: 


Email: sam333us@yahoo.com
Zip Code: 56470
Comment: Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of


 Agriculture's draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rules
 proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our groundwater
 from agricultural pollution. The MDA's proposed Part 2 rule includes three
 major flaws that undermine the state's ability to protect and restore our
 groundwater and drinking water resources. 1. Failure to honor the goals of the
 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to achieve
 the clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protection Act,
 and unreasonably limits its application to drinking water resources instead of
 applying the law to protect all groundwater as directed by the Act. The Act
 applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rules only apply to
 some groundwater. 2. Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed
 rule, the MDA can't apply Phase III or IV regulatory authority if farm
 operators adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains
 severe. The Act calls for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just
 the adoption of ineffective "best management practices" (BMP's). 3.
 Unacceptable reliance on the wrong BMPs: The rules rely on agricultural
 BMPs designed to maximize farm profit rather that protect groundwater.
 Following such BMPs will still leave us with high concentrations of nitrate in
 groundwater and drinking water resources. It will also most likely eventually
 affect the water being used for irrigation. Will this not multiply the amount of
 nitrates on our food supply? 4. My well is reading more than double the safe
 limit of nitrates. I now must purchase bottled water. Since I've started
 consuming bottled water, my health has improved. My veins were large and a
 deep purple and I was informed by my Doctor this symptom is a sign of lack
 of oxygen in my blood. This is one of the known health risks of consuming
 too many nitrates. 5. It greatly bothers me to know that our farmers are being
 subsidized with our tax dollars only to be inadvertently poisoning us. I feel
 the minimum that should be done by our state government, is to honor the
 Groundwater Protection Act as it was originally intended, put forth dollars to
 research (or if already known, implement) ways of reversing the damage
 already done and to supply those affected by this contamination with clean
 drinking water. The latter can happen in a number of ways; water tanks,
 digging new wells, cover the cost of relocation etc. As it currently stands,
 those of us affected by this contamination are stuck. We are not able to sell
 our properties and relocate to an uncontaminated area, nor are we able to
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 safely remain in our current residence without taking a costly, long-term
 action. I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality
 stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more timely and robust
 intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are
 contaminated. Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the
 MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


 








From: Loren Molenaar
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Friday, August 25, 2017 7:10:03 AM


Dear Supervisor Gunderson,


As a farmer, I am writing to express concerns with the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's proposed nitrogen
 fertilizer rule. Water is important to me and my family, however, there are concerns that need to be addressed in
 this proposed rule.


The Department of Agriculture needs to conduct more thorough research before nitrogen limitations are put into
 place. Instead of a rule, the Department should support outreach and education efforts to further the adoption of
 improved nitrogen management practices. Research focus should be on the most up-to-date best management
 practices, timed applications of nitrogen fertilizer, and usage of precision agriculture technology.


Water quality is a top priority for Minnesota farmers and ranchers. However, I urge the Department to do away with
 the first part of the proposed rule and instead focus on helping farmers implement best management practices that
 work on each farm, rather than another one-size fits all approach.


Sincerely,


Loren Molenaar
6035 KANDI CHIPPEWA LINE NE
RAYMOND, MN 56282
lorenmolenaar@hotmail.com
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From: Nora Plesofsky
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Thursday, August 17, 2017 10:25:22 AM


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our ground from
 agricultural pollution.


While Part 1 of MDA's proposed rule is satisfactory, Part 2 includes three major flaws that undermine the state's
 ability to protect and restore our groundwater and drinking water resources.


1. Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to achieve the
 clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protect Act, and unreasonably limits application of the
 Groundwater Protection Act to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as
 directed by the Act. The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rule only applies to some
 groundwater.
2. Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Level III or IV regulatory
 authority if local landowners adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The Act calls
 for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of already-common BMPs.
3. Reliance on ineffective requirements: The rule relies on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize farm profit
 rather than protect groundwater. Following such BMPs may result in high concentrations of nitrate in groundwater
 and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust state and local intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated by
 agricultural practices.


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Nora Plesofsky
2719 Humboldt Ave S
Minneapolis, MN 55408
6126245375
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From: mailagent@thesoftedge.com on behalf of draconiandruid@gmail.com
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, August 23, 2017 7:46:27 PM


Dear Mr.:


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rules proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our groundwater from
 agricultural pollution.


The MDA's proposed Part 2 rule includes three major flaws that undermine the state's ability to protect and restore
 our groundwater and drinking water resources.


        1.      Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to
 achieve the clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protection Act, and unreasonably limits its
 application to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as directed by the Act.
 The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rules only apply to some groundwater.
        2.      Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Phase III or IV
 regulatory authority if farm operators adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The
 Act calls for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of ineffective "best management
 practices" (BMP's).
        3.      Unacceptable reliance on the wrong BMPs: The rules rely on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize
 farm profit rather that protect groundwater. Following such BMPs will still leave us with high concentrations of
 nitrate in groundwater and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust
intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated. 


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Sincerely,


Mike Ferguson
104 Thomas Dr Apt 307
Mankato, MN 56001-7608
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From: mailagent@thesoftedge.com on behalf of Lyn Clark Pegg
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, August 23, 2017 8:46:28 PM


Dear Mr.:


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rules proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our groundwater from
 agricultural pollution.


The MDA's proposed Part 2 rule includes three major flaws that undermine the state's ability to protect and restore
 our groundwater and drinking water resources.


        1.      Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to
 achieve the clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protection Act, and unreasonably limits its
 application to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as directed by the Act.
 The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rules only apply to some groundwater.
        2.      Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Phase III or IV
 regulatory authority if farm operators adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The
 Act calls for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of ineffective "best management
 practices" (BMP's).
        3.      Unacceptable reliance on the wrong BMPs: The rules rely on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize
 farm profit rather that protect groundwater. Following such BMPs will still leave us with high concentrations of
 nitrate in groundwater and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust
intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated. 


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Sincerely,


Lyn Clark Pegg
1335 Minnesota Ave
Duluth, MN 55802-2425
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From: Lyle Rollag
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: N Fertilizer Rule
Date: Friday, August 25, 2017 3:47:11 PM


Dear Fertilizer Technical Unit Supervisor Larry Gunderson,


I am writing in regards to the MDA proposed N Fertilizer Rule. I am asking that the rule be rewritten and consider
 the huge economic impact it will have on Minnesota's farm families.
First of all, the rule relies on faulty data collected from domestic wells. Well casings have many maintenance and
 construction issues that can lead to the well being compromised and showing levels of N higher than in the
 surrounding groundwater. The result is that farm families are considered guilty before the actual source of the N is
 determined. The MDA should only use test results from properly constructed monitoring wells.
Secondly, the application of the rule may have devastating economic effects on farm families. Farmers are already
 careful about the rate of N used on their fields. This is an expensive input that is vital for a good harvest. We do not
 want to waste N or pollute groundwater. In many areas there is not proper infrastructure to get N to farmers in the
 fall. Fall road restrictions could make fertilizers unavailable and spell doom for farm families. In addition, there is
 not adequate manpower and machinery to get all the fields fertilized in the spring. These challenges and the
 economic impact on farm families and rural economies has not been looked at or considered at all in this rule.
Finally, the rule's use of townships is too broad. Each field acts differently than the next. Looking at soils and the
 conservation practices on a field level should be a part of the rule before any restriction is put on the use of N
 fertilizer.
Please take the time to look into these issues and rewrite the rule in a way that will treat farm families fairly. The
 rule should look at the true source of N and the true levels of N and be built upon sound science.


Regards,
Lyle Rollag
145 91st St
Beaver Creek, MN 56116   <http://admin.phone2action.com/email/open/leg/60865/21893581>
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From: Matt Kolstoe
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: draft nitrogen fertilizer rule comment
Date: Friday, July 14, 2017 10:58:51 AM


Larry


I have concerns with the MN dept. of Ag's Vulnerable Groundwater Act that you looking at implementing.


I am the store manager at Evergreen Implement Company in Thief River Falls  and also farm near Oklee, fall
 application of fertilizer is a common practice in this area of the state and when done properly has little to no effect
 on our ground water. I have been fall applying nitrogen in a section of land that is in the “brown area” on the map
 and I am going to be sending in a sample of the well water from the farm yard located on the edge of the field to
 check it for nitrate, which is more than you have done in this part of the state. If you would like to see a copy of the
 test please reply to my email and in will forward you the test results. Farmers who do this practice are very aware of
 leaching and other factors and do what they can to avoid it.


A purposed law/rule of this magnitude in my mind should have congressional approval and way more local testing,
 the soils and climate vary greatly across the state of Minnesota and a one size fits all plan does not do the farming
 community of greater Minnesota any good.


Personally on our farm we apply nitrogen in the fall to help decrease the work load in the spring and also decrease
 wheel tracks by being out there in the spring with an extra pass. When fall applying we wait for soil temps 5-6
 inches deep to get below 45 degrees for a 4-5 day period and then apply at that depth, last fall after application we
 had temputares in the 70s for daytime highs and monitored soil temps at 5-6 inch depth and it never rose to 50
 degrees. We feel by waiting to that point we have very little denitrification and the denitrification process is slowed
 down in the spring versus spring soil applied nitrogen


Other farmers that I work with in the area do this as a minimum till/no till practice by slicing anhydrous ammonia
 into soybean stubble and then directly seeding spring wheat into it the next spring. Without being able to get the
 nitrogen in the ground in the fall this practice no longer would work.


Thank you for your time


Matt Kolstoe


Evergreen Implement Co.


1820 State Hwy 1 NE


Thief River Falls MN 56701
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From: Mike Brekke
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Monday, August 21, 2017 10:30:04 AM


Dear Supervisor Gunderson,


As a farmer, I am writing to express concerns with the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's proposed nitrogen
 fertilizer rule. Water is important to me and my family, however, there are concerns that need to be addressed in
 this proposed rule.


The Department of Agriculture needs to conduct more thorough research before nitrogen limitations are put into
 place. Instead of a rule, the Department should support outreach and education efforts to further the adoption of
 improved nitrogen management practices. Research focus should be on the most up-to-date best management
 practices, timed applications of nitrogen fertilizer, and usage of precision agriculture technology.


Water quality is a top priority for Minnesota farmers and ranchers. However, I urge the Department to do away with
 the first part of the proposed rule and instead focus on helping farmers implement best management practices that
 work on each farm, rather than another one-size fits all approach.


Sincerely,


Sincerely,


Mitch Brekke
28405 708th Ave
Hartland, MN 56042
brekmr@live.com
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From: Pat Raschio
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, August 16, 2017 5:59:16 PM


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our ground from
 agricultural pollution.


While Part 1 of MDA's proposed rule is satisfactory, Part 2 includes three major flaws that undermine the state's
 ability to protect and restore our groundwater and drinking water resources.


1. Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to achieve the
 clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protect Act, and unreasonably limits application of the
 Groundwater Protection Act to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as
 directed by the Act. The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rule only applies to some
 groundwater.
2. Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Level III or IV regulatory
 authority if local landowners adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The Act calls
 for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of already-common BMPs.
3. Reliance on ineffective requirements: The rule relies on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize farm profit
 rather than protect groundwater. Following such BMPs may result in high concentrations of nitrate in groundwater
 and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust state and local intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated by
 agricultural practices.


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Pat Raschio
1897 Carroll Ave
1897 Carroll Ave
St Paul, MN 55104
651-646-6563
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From: Patricia Flynn
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Friday, August 25, 2017 2:43:37 PM


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our groundwater from
 agricultural pollution.


While Part 1 of MDA's proposed rule is satisfactory, Part 2 includes three major flaws that undermine the state's
 ability to protect and restore our groundwater and drinking water resources.


1.      Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to achieve
 the clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protect Act, and unreasonably limits application of the
 Groundwater Protection Act to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as
 directed by the Act. The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rule only applies to some
 groundwater.


2. Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Level III or IV regulatory
 authority if local landowners adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The Act calls
 for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of already-common BMPs.


3. Reliance on ineffective requirements: The rule relies on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize farm profit
 rather than protect groundwater. Following such BMPs may result in high concentrations of nitrate in groundwater
 and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust state and local intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated by
 agricultural practices. 


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Ms. Patricia Flynn
7524 Borman Ct
Inver Grove Heights, MN 55076
6514577517
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From: Smallgrains.org
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Comments on Fertilizer Rule
Date: Friday, August 18, 2017 7:29:54 AM


Larry Gunderson
Pesticide and Fertilizer Management Division
Minnesota Department of Agriculture
625 Roberts Street North
St. Paul, MN 55155-2538


Dear Mr. Gunderson,


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


I do not think a one-size-fits-all strategy is the best approach to maintaining or improving
 groundwater in a state as large and diverse as Minnesota. Instead of prohibiting fall nitrogen
 applications across the entire state based solely on soil type, you should take into account the
 many factors that reduce the risk of nitrate leaching in the different parts of the state,
 including northern and western Minnesota. You should take a regional approach and work
 with growers and other local experts to identify the best strategies, for each region, before
 regulating nitrogen applications as proposed in Part 1 of the rule.


By prohibiting fall applications of nitrogen in such a large area of Northwest Minnesota, you
 would be creating a major problem because we do not have the infrastructure, at supply
 companies and individual farms, to apply and incorporate all the acres in a very short
 application window in the spring. (Infrastructure includes: people, equipment, storage
 capacity and large distances between fields and to the fertilizer source-Mississippi River)
 There could be unintended consequences because P and K may be incorporated in the fall and
 N in the spring, causing more tillage and possible erosion in some situations. It would also
 raise the cost of production.


Nitrogen is expensive and I am doing whatever I can to keep it available for the crops that I
 grow. I use many different strategies to do this economically and I am always looking for
 additional ways. That is why research is so important.


I am not opposed to changing and adopting to new information or technology, however to
 make big changes, as proposed in Part 1, it would be good to know the changes are needed
 and will have a positive impact on our groundwater quality. I encourage you to seek out
 current well testing data and expand the monitoring of ground water in our area before
 regulating. I believe most of us are doing a good job of limiting nitrogen loss in order to keep
 it available for our crops to use. Research will help us do more.


Thank you for your willingness to listen and work with local and regional growers to find the
 best solutions. I understand you added additional listening sessions and extended the
 comment period in order to get additional input. I hope the input you are getting will
 encourage you to change Part 1 of the Rule so that regulation does not take place in regions
 that need additional testing and consideration of regional risk factors. I am willing to work
 with you and others to help identify regional factors that contribute significantly more or less
 risk. This along with testing should happen before the regulation in Part 1 takes place.
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Sincerely,


Michael Kava


56501


mjkava409@gmail.com


218-289-3496








From: mailagent@thesoftedge.com on behalf of msiebke@riverland.edu
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, August 23, 2017 9:31:30 PM


Dear Mr.:


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rules proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our groundwater from
 agricultural pollution.


The MDA's proposed Part 2 rule includes three major flaws that undermine the state's ability to protect and restore
 our groundwater and drinking water resources.


        1.      Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to
 achieve the clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protection Act, and unreasonably limits its
 application to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as directed by the Act.
 The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rules only apply to some groundwater.
        2.      Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Phase III or IV
 regulatory authority if farm operators adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The
 Act calls for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of ineffective "best management
 practices" (BMP's).
        3.      Unacceptable reliance on the wrong BMPs: The rules rely on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize
 farm profit rather that protect groundwater. Following such BMPs will still leave us with high concentrations of
 nitrate in groundwater and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust
intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated. 


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Sincerely,


Melissa Siebke
2201 Village Lane # 401
Minneapolis, MN 55431-5805
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From: Loren Molenaar
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Friday, August 25, 2017 7:10:04 AM


Dear Supervisor Gunderson,


As a farmer, I am writing to express concerns with the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's proposed nitrogen
 fertilizer rule. Water is important to me and my family, however, there are concerns that need to be addressed in
 this proposed rule.


The Department of Agriculture needs to conduct more thorough research before nitrogen limitations are put into
 place. Instead of a rule, the Department should support outreach and education efforts to further the adoption of
 improved nitrogen management practices. Research focus should be on the most up-to-date best management
 practices, timed applications of nitrogen fertilizer, and usage of precision agriculture technology.


Water quality is a top priority for Minnesota farmers and ranchers. However, I urge the Department to do away with
 the first part of the proposed rule and instead focus on helping farmers implement best management practices that
 work on each farm, rather than another one-size fits all approach.


Sincerely,


Loren Molenaar
6035 KANDI CHIPPEWA LINE NE
RAYMOND, MN 56282
lorenmolenaar@hotmail.com
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From: Maria DeLaundreau
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Thursday, August 17, 2017 7:47:57 PM


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our ground from
 agricultural pollution.


While Part 1 of MDA's proposed rule is satisfactory, Part 2 includes three major flaws that undermine the state's
 ability to protect and restore our groundwater and drinking water resources.


1. Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to achieve the
 clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protect Act, and unreasonably limits application of the
 Groundwater Protection Act to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as
 directed by the Act. The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rule only applies to some
 groundwater.
2. Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Level III or IV regulatory
 authority if local landowners adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The Act calls
 for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of already-common BMPs.
3. Reliance on ineffective requirements: The rule relies on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize farm profit
 rather than protect groundwater. Following such BMPs may result in high concentrations of nitrate in groundwater
 and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust state and local intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated by
 agricultural practices.


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Maria DeLaundreau
241 Brimhall St
Saint Paul, MN 55105
6129869276
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From: mailagent@thesoftedge.com on behalf of lisalifeisgood@gmail.com
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, August 23, 2017 7:31:35 PM


Dear Mr.:


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rules proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our groundwater from
 agricultural pollution.


The MDA's proposed Part 2 rule includes three major flaws that undermine the state's ability to protect and restore
 our groundwater and drinking water resources.


        1.      Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to
 achieve the clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protection Act, and unreasonably limits its
 application to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as directed by the Act.
 The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rules only apply to some groundwater.
        2.      Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Phase III or IV
 regulatory authority if farm operators adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The
 Act calls for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of ineffective "best management
 practices" (BMP's).
        3.      Unacceptable reliance on the wrong BMPs: The rules rely on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize
 farm profit rather that protect groundwater. Following such BMPs will still leave us with high concentrations of
 nitrate in groundwater and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust
intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated. 


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Sincerely,


Lisa Siebenaler
2205 Forest Street
Hastings, MN 55033-3533
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From: michael gasper
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Friday, August 25, 2017 7:50:05 PM


Dear Supervisor Gunderson,


As a farmer, I am writing to express concerns with the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's proposed nitrogen
 fertilizer rule. Water is important to me and my family, however, there are concerns that need to be addressed in
 this proposed rule.


The Department of Agriculture needs to conduct more thorough research before nitrogen limitations are put into
 place. Instead of a rule, the Department should support outreach and education efforts to further the adoption of
 improved nitrogen management practices. Research focus should be on the most up-to-date best management
 practices, timed applications of nitrogen fertilizer, and usage of precision agriculture technology.


Water quality is a top priority for Minnesota farmers and ranchers. However, I urge the Department to do away with
 the first part of the proposed rule and instead focus on helping farmers implement best management practices that
 work on each farm, rather than another one-size fits all approach.


Sincerely,


mike e gasper
27186 237th Ave SW
Crookston, MN 56716
gasperairspray@gmail.com
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From: Mark Voorhees
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Thursday, August 17, 2017 1:30:13 AM


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our ground from
 agricultural pollution.


While Part 1 of MDA's proposed rule is satisfactory, Part 2 includes three major flaws that undermine the state's
 ability to protect and restore our groundwater and drinking water resources.


1. Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to achieve the
 clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protect Act, and unreasonably limits application of the
 Groundwater Protection Act to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as
 directed by the Act. The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rule only applies to some
 groundwater.
2. Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Level III or IV regulatory
 authority if local landowners adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The Act calls
 for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of already-common BMPs.
3. Reliance on ineffective requirements: The rule relies on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize farm profit
 rather than protect groundwater. Following such BMPs may result in high concentrations of nitrate in groundwater
 and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust state and local intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated by
 agricultural practices.


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Mark Voorhees
18386 Cattail Ct
Eden prairie, MN 55346
9523039531
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From: mailagent@thesoftedge.com on behalf of Mary Ann Vande Vusse
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Friday, August 25, 2017 10:06:20 AM


Dear Mr.:


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rules proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our groundwater from
 agricultural pollution.


The MDA's proposed Part 2 rule includes three major flaws that undermine the state's ability to protect and restore
 our groundwater and drinking water resources.


        1.      Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to
 achieve the clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protection Act, and unreasonably limits its
 application to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as directed by the Act.
 The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rules only apply to some groundwater.
        2.      Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Phase III or IV
 regulatory authority if farm operators adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The
 Act calls for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of ineffective "best management
 practices" (BMP's).
        3.      Unacceptable reliance on the wrong BMPs: The rules rely on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize
 farm profit rather that protect groundwater. Following such BMPs will still leave us with high concentrations of
 nitrate in groundwater and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust
intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated. 


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Sincerely,


Mary Ann Vande Vusse
13960 Kentucky Ave.
Savage, MN 55378-5648
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From: ML Wilm
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, August 16, 2017 5:51:09 PM


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our ground from
 agricultural pollution.


While Part 1 of MDA's proposed rule is satisfactory, Part 2 includes three major flaws that undermine the state's
 ability to protect and restore our groundwater and drinking water resources.


1. Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to achieve the
 clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protect Act, and unreasonably limits application of the
 Groundwater Protection Act to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as
 directed by the Act. The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rule only applies to some
 groundwater.
2. Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Level III or IV regulatory
 authority if local landowners adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The Act calls
 for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of already-common BMPs.
3. Reliance on ineffective requirements: The rule relies on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize farm profit
 rather than protect groundwater. Following such BMPs may result in high concentrations of nitrate in groundwater
 and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust state and local intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated by
 agricultural practices.


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Ms. ML Wilm
2919 45th Ave S
#3
Mpls, MN 55406
6127218809
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From: MDA.Info@state.mn.us
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Cc: Wolf, Katie (MDA)
Subject: Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comment
Date: Friday, August 25, 2017 2:45:36 PM


The following information has been submitted through the Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule
 Comment Form.


Name: nick harris
Organization: farner


Email: harrisdairy@hotmail.com
Zip Code: 55072
Comment: so what they are saying is that I cannt spread in the fall so what r we going to


 do with 3 millon gals of munre from the summer months
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From: MDA.Info@state.mn.us
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Cc: Wolf, Katie (MDA)
Subject: Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comment
Date: Wednesday, August 23, 2017 12:18:16 PM


The following information has been submitted through the Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule
 Comment Form.


Name: Matt Brennan
Organization: Centra Sota Coop


Email: mbrennan@centrasotacoop.com
Zip Code: 55321
Comment: Always use the latest info on the wells when retested to be the most accurate.


 We should always be using the best management practice. Fall Nh3 were it
 fits is still the cheapest form of N
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From: Loren Brey
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Sunday, August 20, 2017 10:00:05 AM


Dear Supervisor Gunderson,


As a farmer, I am writing to express concerns with the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's proposed nitrogen
 fertilizer rule. Water is important to me and my family, however, there are concerns that need to be addressed in
 this proposed rule.


The Department of Agriculture needs to conduct more thorough research before nitrogen limitations are put into
 place. Instead of a rule, the Department should support outreach and education efforts to further the adoption of
 improved nitrogen management practices. Research focus should be on the most up-to-date best management
 practices, timed applications of nitrogen fertilizer, and usage of precision agriculture technology.


Water quality is a top priority for Minnesota farmers and ranchers. However, I urge the Department to do away with
 the first part of the proposed rule and instead focus on helping farmers implement best management practices that
 work on each farm, rather than another one-size fits all approach.


Sincerely,


Sincerely,


Loren Brey
41805 561st Ln
New Ulm, MN 56073
loren.brey@gmail.com
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From: Linnea Goderstad
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Thursday, August 17, 2017 10:04:15 PM


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our ground from
 agricultural pollution.


While Part 1 of MDA's proposed rule is satisfactory, Part 2 includes three major flaws that undermine the state's
 ability to protect and restore our groundwater and drinking water resources.


1. Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to achieve the
 clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protect Act, and unreasonably limits application of the
 Groundwater Protection Act to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as
 directed by the Act. The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rule only applies to some
 groundwater.
2. Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Level III or IV regulatory
 authority if local landowners adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The Act calls
 for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of already-common BMPs.
3. Reliance on ineffective requirements: The rule relies on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize farm profit
 rather than protect groundwater. Following such BMPs may result in high concentrations of nitrate in groundwater
 and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust state and local intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated by
 agricultural practices.


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Linnea Goderstad
224 3rd Ave NE
Minneapolis, MN 55413
6512607558
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From: Myles Juhl
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comment
Date: Friday, August 25, 2017 6:54:49 AM


I farm in Roseau County, raising spring wheat, soybeans, canola, sunflower.  I attended the
 meeting you put on in Roseau, and I have a few thoughts related to the proposed Nitrogen
 Fertilizer Rule.


1. It was mentioned at the meeting in Roseau by someone from MDA that this rule was
 proposed with corn in mind, and there is willingness to give exemptions.  To me, it seems like
 a far reaching rule when it is only intended to affect the nitrates leached from growing corn,
 one crop.  Why not instead have a rule that only applies to growing corn.  I think that a
 simpler rule would cause less confusion and lead to greater acceptance.


2. On our farm, this rule would complicate planting season quite a bit.  We try to keep spring
 tillage to a minimum, and spring only nitrogen application would significantly increase the
 labor required during planting season.


3. In our area, the supply of fertilizer in the spring can be short, being a fair distance from the
 supply, a problem which would be made significantly worse with spring only nitrogen
 application.


4. In browsing the proposed map before the meeting in Roseau, it appeared that of the 5500
 acres that we farm, only one 160 acre field had no areas that would be spring only application
 if the rule continued as it was.  It also appeared that much of the areas with the sandier soil
 types were small percentages of the overall area, which would make it difficult to know
 precisely where they are.  The problem also comes to mind that when it is only a few acres in
 a 160 or 320 acre field, how would I efficiently be able to fall apply nitrogen? I probably
 wouldn't be able to, and would need to spring apply the entire field instead. Therefore, this
 rule, with the map at that point would essentially require spring only nitrogen application on
 all our acres, even though only a small percentage of the acres we farm would be technically
 required to be spring only.


This proposed rule seems to be far reaching, and I believe a more targeted approach would
 have the same outcome.


Thanks,


Myles Juhl
218-686-6757
amjuhl2010@gmail.com
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From: Mike Trom
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Draft Nitrogen Rules
Date: Friday, August 25, 2017 8:10:24 AM


To Whom it may concern,


I would like to take a moment to supply some feedback on the draft Nitrogen Rule.
  Much like the buffer strip rule I can understand and am supportive of the intent of the
 rule but question the manner or details on how it's being implemented.   Below are a
 list of things that concern me at the moment.


1.  Capping the total pounds of applied N based on a University study is ridiculous.
  There is no way that the recommendations can properly cover every soil type,
 management practice, crop rotation, hybrid selection in the affected areas.  I feel this
 would hobble producers ability to be competitive in a global market place. 


2.  No fall applied nitrogen in certain areas.  Please consider the logistics of moving
 an entire area to applying a bulk of their nitrogen into a 2 week period during
 planting.  While I will concede that there are certain soil types where this should not
 be done, but designating an entire geographic area is not conducive with our existing
 infrastructure.  Where I farm, there is a fair amount of fall nitrogen that is applied as
 NH3 w/N-Serve.  In years where the fall application is limited due to weather or late
 harvest, the impact of the that is abundantly obvious the next spring during planting.
  The vendors in this area are ill equipped to get that much product in hand and
 applied in a timely manner.  I would also note that producers in my area are well
 aware of their soil's ability to hold fall nitrogen and refrain from doing so on course
 soils. 


3.  I feel that ag producers are being considered as the only guilty parties as this
 proposed rule is being rolled out.  I see plenty of nitrogen being applied in non
 producing areas simply for the sake of aesthetics.  Will homeowners, golf courses,
 and municipalities be asked to their share of the lifting.  Does the U have a
 suggested amount of applied N to get your grass greener than your neighbor's.  Let's
 not even mention the method they use to de-ice the runways at MSP.  Bulk
 spreading urea onto concrete.  No buffers, no crop to absorb and utilize; straight into
 the storm sewers.


4.  I don't think this rule is taking into account the vast amount of organic N that is
 present within our soils even without any application.  I believe there was a study out
 Nebraska where they planted a field to corn year or year without any applied nitrogen
 and then monitored the water coming out the drain tile for nitrates.  Even after five
 years of growing a corn crop without any applied nitrogen, the nitrate levels where in
 excess of the recommended rates.  Simply put, even if we suspended all nitrogen
 applications across all acres, there will still be nitrogen showing up in the water.


5.  Please realize that farmers are already implementing many of the BMP's
 suggested and more.  When I first started farming with my Dad 20 years ago, we fall
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 applied 150 lb of NH3 with N-Serve and that was it.  We now apply our nitrogen in 3
 different applications, possibly a 4th if depending on the year.  We implement
 nitrogen stabilizers such as N-serve and Ammonium thio sulfate.  We band apply
 some nitrogen in attempt to cut back on total amount needed.  We variable rate our
 nitrogen based on organic matter, soil type, and management zones.  We implement
 modeling tools such as Adapt-N and Encirca.  We tissue sample during the season
 to monitor the health of our crop and only apply nutrients as required.  I am not
 unique in this regard, there are a lot of growers in my area implementing these tools.
  None of us want to see the fertilizer we paid for end up in the water we drink.  


In closing, I would urge you to reconsider implementing this proposed rule in it's
 current state.  Ask any agronomist and you will find out that Nitrogen is an elusive
 little creature in production ag and no one has a crystal ball; but we have made
 enormous strides in the last 10 years to be better stewards.   Please don't back us
 into a corner again and discard all of the good work that has been done.
 
Mike Trom 
Whispering Pines Farm, LLC 
507-456-0511








From: mailagent@thesoftedge.com on behalf of emandnanc@charter.net
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, August 23, 2017 7:46:29 PM


Dear Mr.:


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rules proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our groundwater from
 agricultural pollution.


The MDA's proposed Part 2 rule includes three major flaws that undermine the state's ability to protect and restore
 our groundwater and drinking water resources.


        1.      Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to
 achieve the clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protection Act, and unreasonably limits its
 application to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as directed by the Act.
 The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rules only apply to some groundwater.
        2.      Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Phase III or IV
 regulatory authority if farm operators adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The
 Act calls for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of ineffective "best management
 practices" (BMP's).
        3.      Unacceptable reliance on the wrong BMPs: The rules rely on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize
 farm profit rather that protect groundwater. Following such BMPs will still leave us with high concentrations of
 nitrate in groundwater and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust
intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated. 


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Sincerely,


Nancy Solberg
1211 Archibald Ct
Northfield, MN 55057-2808
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From: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
To: Wolf, Katie (MDA)
Subject: Fwd: draft nitrogen fertilizer rule comment
Date: Friday, July 14, 2017 12:42:46 PM


Forgot to send this comment and reply to you


Sent from my iPad


Begin forwarded message:


From: "Gunderson, Larry (MDA)" <larry.gunderson@state.mn.us>
Date: July 14, 2017 at 12:42:09 PM CDT
To: Matt Kolstoe <matt.k@evergreenimplement.com>
Cc: "Montgomery, Bruce (MDA)" <bruce.montgomery@state.mn.us>, "Berg,
 Jeffrey (MDA)" <jeffrey.berg@state.mn.us>
Subject: Re: draft nitrogen fertilizer rule comment


Hi Matt, thanks for the comments and sharing your experiences. No need to send
 the well testing results, but it would be interesting to know what you find.  One
 more thing...do you feel your field in the "brown" area on the map should be
 shown as not vulnerable? Is it a fine textured soil, a sandy soil, etc. Knowing this
 would help us to determine whether the map appears to be correct for your area.


We appreciated the discussion at the meeting. I'm curious...how did you hear
 about the rule and meeting? We released the draft rule and press release in mid-
June. About two weeks ago we announced the meeting in McIntosh.


Larry


Sent from my iPad


On Jul 14, 2017, at 10:58 AM, Matt Kolstoe <matt.k@evergreenimplement.com>
 wrote:


Larry
 
I have concerns with the MN dept. of Ag's Vulnerable Groundwater Act
 that you looking at implementing.
 
I am the store manager at Evergreen Implement Company in Thief River
 Falls  and also farm near Oklee, fall application of fertilizer is a common
 practice in this area of the state and when done properly has little to no
 effect on our ground water. I have been fall applying nitrogen in a section
 of land that is in the “brown area” on the map and I am going to be
 sending in a sample of the well water from the farm yard located on the
 edge of the field to check it for nitrate, which is more than you have done
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 in this part of the state. If you would like to see a copy of the test please
 reply to my email and in will forward you the test results. Farmers who do
 this practice are very aware of leaching and other factors and do what
 they can to avoid it.
 
A purposed law/rule of this magnitude in my mind should have
 congressional approval and way more local testing, the soils and climate
 vary greatly across the state of Minnesota and a one size fits all plan does
 not do the farming community of greater Minnesota any good.
 
Personally on our farm we apply nitrogen in the fall to help decrease the
 work load in the spring and also decrease wheel tracks by being out there
 in the spring with an extra pass. When fall applying we wait for soil temps
 5-6 inches deep to get below 45 degrees for a 4-5 day period and then
 apply at that depth, last fall after application we had temputares in the
 70s for daytime highs and monitored soil temps at 5-6 inch depth and it
 never rose to 50 degrees. We feel by waiting to that point we have very
 little denitrification and the denitrification process is slowed down in the
 spring versus spring soil applied nitrogen
 
Other farmers that I work with in the area do this as a minimum till/no till
 practice by slicing anhydrous ammonia into soybean stubble and then
 directly seeding spring wheat into it the next spring. Without being able
 to get the nitrogen in the ground in the fall this practice no longer would
 work.
 
Thank you for your time
 
Matt Kolstoe
Evergreen Implement Co.
1820 State Hwy 1 NE
Thief River Falls MN 56701
1-218-681-1131 office
1-218-686-0029 cell
 








From: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
To: Marie Wood
Cc: Wolf, Katie (MDA); Berg, Jeffrey (MDA)
Subject: RE: Draft Fertilizer Rule
Date: Wednesday, August 02, 2017 2:00:43 PM


Hi Marie, we selected the locations for the listening sessions to cover most of the ag areas of the state, to be sure to
 cover the areas that are vulnerable according to the draft map, and where we see the high nitrate levels.


The map is available on the MDA's website: https://mnag.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?
id=47a342afe6654640b935c8e76023da92


I did not see an attached article with the email.


Larry


Larry Gunderson, Supervisor
Fertilizer Technical Unit
Minnesota Department of Agriculture
625 Robert Street North
St. Paul, Minnesota 55155
651-201-6168
Larry.Gunderson@state.mn.us


-----Original Message-----
From: Marie Wood [mailto:mwood@thelandonline.com]
Sent: Tuesday, August 01, 2017 2:36 PM
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA) <larry.gunderson@state.mn.us>
Subject: Draft Fertilizer Rule


Hi Larry,
I attended the session in Fairmont. I was looking at where the sessions were held. Did you chose those initial areas
 because they are the same areas on the map that are "brown" or vulnerable? Is the map available on the website yet?
 I did not see it, but I thought I'd double check with you. This article will be published on Aug. 11. Thank you.


Marie Wood, Associate Editor
The Land, a division of The Free Press Media P.O. Box 3169
418 South Second Street
Mankato, MN 56002
(507) 344-6341
mwood@TheLandOnline.com
www.TheLandOnline.com
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From: Mary Cahill
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Thursday, August 24, 2017 7:05:40 PM


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our groundwater from
 agricultural pollution.


While Part 1 of MDA's proposed rule is satisfactory, Part 2 includes three major flaws that undermine the state's
 ability to protect and restore our groundwater and drinking water resources.


1.      Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to achieve
 the clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protect Act, and unreasonably limits application of the
 Groundwater Protection Act to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as
 directed by the Act. The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rule only applies to some
 groundwater.


2. Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Level III or IV regulatory
 authority if local landowners adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The Act calls
 for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of already-common BMPs.


3. Reliance on ineffective requirements: The rule relies on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize farm profit
 rather than protect groundwater. Following such BMPs may result in high concentrations of nitrate in groundwater
 and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust state and local intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated by
 agricultural practices. 


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Mrs. Mary Cahill
165 Birchwood Ave
White Bear Lake, MN 55110
651-426-2418
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From: Patrick O"Leary
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Friday, August 25, 2017 8:00:04 AM


Dear Supervisor Gunderson,


As a farmer, I am writing to express concerns with the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's proposed nitrogen
 fertilizer rule. Water is important to me and my family, however, there are concerns that need to be addressed in
 this proposed rule.


The Department of Agriculture needs to conduct more thorough research before nitrogen limitations are put into
 place. Instead of a rule, the Department should support outreach and education efforts to further the adoption of
 improved nitrogen management practices. Research focus should be on the most up-to-date best management
 practices, timed applications of nitrogen fertilizer, and usage of precision agriculture technology.


Water quality is a top priority for Minnesota farmers and ranchers. However, I urge the Department to do away with
 the first part of the proposed rule and instead focus on helping farmers implement best management practices that
 work on each farm, rather than another one-size fits all approach.


Sincerely,


Patrick O'Leary
302 Sanford Rd
Benson, MN 56215
polearymn@gmail.com
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From: Lynn Sue Mizner
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Tuesday, August 22, 2017 1:20:04 PM


Dear Supervisor Gunderson,


As a farmer, I am writing to express my support for the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's proposed nitrogen
 fertilizer rule. Water is important to me and my family, and I am pleased to see my concerns  addressed in this
 proposed rule.


There is plenty of research to support the Department of Agriculture proposal  for nitrogen limitations to be put into
 place.  This rule is needed in addition to outreach and education efforts to that have encouraged nitrogen
 management practices for decades. Research  should continue to build support for implementation of up-to-date
 best management practices, timed applications of nitrogen fertilizer, and usage of precision agriculture technology.


Water quality is a top priority for Minnesota farmers and ranchers. I support the proposed rule and also encourage
 continued focus on helping farmers implement best management practices that work on each farm. Voluntary
 compliance has shown itself to be inadequate.
Sincerely,


Sincerely,


Lynn Sue Mizner
47513 334th Pl
Palisade, MN 56469
lynnsuem@gmail.com
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From: Merlyn Petermann
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Fw: Nitrogen Rule
Date: Friday, July 28, 2017 2:36:10 PM


 


 Hi Larry
,
Thank you for your comments last night.    I am very disappointed in the fact that this rule will take effect 
 no matter how much farmer input there is.   It is more political than necessary as was the buffer rule.  
 This is pushed by Governor Dayton and the Environmental Lobbyists and needs to be stopped.   The
 deadline for the rule is the fall of 2018 which is the end of the governors term so he can put a feather in
 his hat.    I have been farming since 1960 and am farming with my son, Brian and grandson, Brady.   
 We  pride ourselves in doing a good job of protecting our environment and being as efficient as possible. 
 Our margins are very slim and we have not nor will not put more fertilizer then our crop requires for a
 good crop.  We are careful to keep as much residue on top as possible and are controlling erosion as
 good as possible.  We apply most of our fertilizer in the fall as it lightens our load in the spring.   With our
 seed business it would be very difficult to apply all our fertilizer in the spring.    With the our experience
 and the experience of all the farmers at the meeting, I find it very offensive to have people that have no
 or very little farm experience now telling us what we can or cannot do.    Instead of developing a rule to
 control us it seems it would make more sense and be welcomed to instead make suggestions as to what
 would be the best way to handle the nitrate problems in the areas it exists and work with the people to
 correct the problem.   They can still monitor wells throughout the state to see where the problems are
 and help correct them.   We do not need more Government regulations.   We deal with the ones we have
 now almost on a daily basis.  


We were not given a chance for much input on the Buffer rule.    I would like to know how many acres that
 will take out of production in MN and why those acres cant be taken off the property taxes.   Also how
 many $ of income for the farmers involved and loss of income tax dollars for the state.  I don't think any
 of these numbers were taken into consideration prior to implementation of the rule.    We not only lose
 production on those acres but also adds to the coast of maintenance as weeds like to grow in those
 areas.   I also cannot find where there was a study that the 50 ft wide buffers were the optimum widths to
 do what they are supposed to prevent.  With the farming practices we have in effect now we have very
 little to no runoff nor leaching problems.   To me the MN Dept of Ag is supposed to help us not
 hinder us.    I am disappointed that the r legislators have allowed these rules to happen.  


Thank you. 


Merlyn Petermann
3416 Hwy 32 S
Hawley, MN 56549
mpetermann7@yahoo.com
701 361 9579 cell
218 483 3302 office         
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From: mailagent@thesoftedge.com on behalf of Nancy Conger
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, August 23, 2017 7:11:27 PM


Dear Mr.:


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rules proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our groundwater from
 agricultural pollution.


The MDA's proposed Part 2 rule includes three major flaws that undermine the state's ability to protect and restore
 our groundwater and drinking water resources.


        1.      Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to
 achieve the clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protection Act, and unreasonably limits its
 application to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as directed by the Act.
 The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rules only apply to some groundwater.
        2.      Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Phase III or IV
 regulatory authority if farm operators adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The
 Act calls for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of ineffective "best management
 practices" (BMP's).
        3.      Unacceptable reliance on the wrong BMPs: The rules rely on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize
 farm profit rather that protect groundwater. Following such BMPs will still leave us with high concentrations of
 nitrate in groundwater and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust
intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated. 


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Sincerely,


Nancy Conger
8010 275th Ave NE
North Branch, MN 55056
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From: mailagent@thesoftedge.com on behalf of mwerner4@charter.net
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Thursday, August 24, 2017 2:56:17 PM


Dear Mr.:


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rules proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our groundwater from
 agricultural pollution.


The MDA's proposed Part 2 rule includes three major flaws that undermine the state's ability to protect and restore
 our groundwater and drinking water resources.


        1.      Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to
 achieve the clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protection Act, and unreasonably limits its
 application to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as directed by the Act.
 The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rules only apply to some groundwater.
        2.      Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Phase III or IV
 regulatory authority if farm operators adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The
 Act calls for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of ineffective "best management
 practices" (BMP's).
        3.      Unacceptable reliance on the wrong BMPs: The rules rely on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize
 farm profit rather that protect groundwater. Following such BMPs will still leave us with high concentrations of
 nitrate in groundwater and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust
intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated. 


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Sincerely,


Mary Lou Werner
5272 Lawler Beach Rd
Willmar, MN 56201-9120
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From: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
To: Wolf, Katie (MDA)
Subject: FW: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule
Date: Wednesday, April 12, 2017 8:22:28 AM


Katie, can you add this to the file?
 
Larry
 


From: Gunderson, Larry (MDA) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 12, 2017 8:22 AM
To: 'Merlyn Petermann' <mpetermann7@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule
 
Hi Merlyn, thank you for the comments. I’ll reply again once we’ve reviewed them in more detail.
 
Thanks,
 
Larry
 


From: Merlyn Petermann [mailto:mpetermann7@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2017 4:44 PM
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA) <larry.gunderson@state.mn.us>
Subject: Fw: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule
 
 


On Monday, April 10, 2017 11:58 AM, Merlyn Petermann <mpetermann7@yahoo.com> wrote:
 


Larry,
We farm north of Hawley, MN and my son is the 4th generation on our farm.  We also have a seed
 business on our farm since 1975.   We apply all of our fertilizer in the fall as it fits our schedule better
 because of the seed business and because of one less trip in the spring for wheel tracks and
 compaction.  I do not believe we have any nitrates from our farm entering any water ways and we do
 have some drainage running off our farm.   All of our fertilizer is tilled into the ground within a day of
 application including tilled into any small drainage ditches that we have on our farm. These ditches are
 farmed and have crop growing in them every year.   We watch all of the cities, small and large that apply
 fertilizer and chemicals to their lawns, including parks and business grounds, and all are sloping to the
 streets.  Water runs off of the manicured lawns directly into the storm sewers which discharge directly
 into rivers and wonder why we are getting blamed for pollution.  The solutions they apply to streets and
 highways for ice also end up into the rivers as well but all the pollution is the farmers fault.  Really?? 
 Almost all of the fertilizers applied by farmers is tilled in right of way and should have very little pollution
 resulting from this process.  We would be very disappointed if this rule would go into effect.   We also do
 not need the buffers rule that is being pushed  on us also.  We have some buffers now and are into grass
 and are a very pain in the *#ss because of weed problems caused by them.  We end up spraying them  a
 small sprayer and have to mow them also.  Don't see how this is going to make things better for us and
 the environment.  We also lose production land which we can not afford to lose.  Please consider all of
 the reasons I have stated.
 
Thank you!
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Merlyn Petermann
3416 Hwy 32 S
Hawley, MN 56549
701 361 9579
mpetermann7@yahoo.com  
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From: mailagent@thesoftedge.com on behalf of Mhajder@icloud.com
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, August 23, 2017 6:01:23 PM


Dear Mr.:


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rules proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our groundwater from
 agricultural pollution.


The MDA's proposed Part 2 rule includes three major flaws that undermine the state's ability to protect and restore
 our groundwater and drinking water resources.


        1.      Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to
 achieve the clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protection Act, and unreasonably limits its
 application to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as directed by the Act.
 The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rules only apply to some groundwater.
        2.      Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Phase III or IV
 regulatory authority if farm operators adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The
 Act calls for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of ineffective "best management
 practices" (BMP's).
        3.      Unacceptable reliance on the wrong BMPs: The rules rely on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize
 farm profit rather that protect groundwater. Following such BMPs will still leave us with high concentrations of
 nitrate in groundwater and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust
intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated. 


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Sincerely,


Mark Hajder
7142 Quantico Ct
Maple Grove , MN 55311
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From: Michael Buresch
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Friday, August 25, 2017 10:40:04 PM


Dear Supervisor Gunderson,


As a farmer, I am writing to express concerns with the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's proposed nitrogen
 fertilizer rule. Water is important to me and my family, however, there are concerns that need to be addressed in
 this proposed rule.


The Department of Agriculture needs to conduct more thorough research before nitrogen limitations are put into
 place. Instead of a rule, the Department should support outreach and education efforts to further the adoption of
 improved nitrogen management practices. Research focus should be on the most up-to-date best management
 practices, timed applications of nitrogen fertilizer, and usage of precision agriculture technology.


Water quality is a top priority for Minnesota farmers and ranchers. However, I urge the Department to do away with
 the first part of the proposed rule and instead focus on helping farmers implement best management practices that
 work on each farm, rather than another one-size fits all approach.


Sincerely,


Michael Buresch
81288 480th Ave
Lakefield, MN 56150
mike.buresch@gmail.com
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From: mailagent@thesoftedge.com on behalf of marcytav@hotmail.com
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Friday, August 18, 2017 7:01:23 PM


Dear Mr.:


Thank you for the opportunity to com``qament on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's draft Nitrogen
 Fertilizer Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rules proposed by the agency is inadequate, and fails to protect our ground
 from agricultural pollution.


The MDA's proposed Part 2 rule includes three major flaws that undermine the state's ability to protect and restore
 our groundwater and drinking water resources.


        1.      Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to
 achieve the clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protection Act, and unreasonably limits its
 application to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as directed by the Act.
 The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rules only apply to some groundwater.
        2.      Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Phase III or IV
 regulatory authority if local landowners adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The
 Act calls for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of in effective BMPs.
        3.      Unacceptable reliance on the wrong BMPs: Reliance on ineffective requirements: The rules rely on
 agricultural BMPs designed to maximize farm profit rather that protect groundwater. Following such BMPs may
 result in high concentrations of nitrate in groundwater and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust
intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated. 


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Sincerely,


Marcy Lundquist
10451 Greenbrier Rd #301
Hopkins, MN 55305-3452
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From: Michael Duquette
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Friday, August 18, 2017 12:21:36 PM


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our ground from
 agricultural pollution.


While Part 1 of MDA's proposed rule is satisfactory, Part 2 includes three major flaws that undermine the state's
 ability to protect and restore our groundwater and drinking water resources.


1. Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to achieve the
 clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protect Act, and unreasonably limits application of the
 Groundwater Protection Act to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as
 directed by the Act. The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rule only applies to some
 groundwater.
2. Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Level III or IV regulatory
 authority if local landowners adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The Act calls
 for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of already-common BMPs.
3. Reliance on ineffective requirements: The rule relies on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize farm profit
 rather than protect groundwater. Following such BMPs may result in high concentrations of nitrate in groundwater
 and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust state and local intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated by
 agricultural practices.


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Michael Duquette
1212 Main St NE
Minneapolis, MN 55413
5555555555
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From: Micaela Loungway
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Thursday, August 24, 2017 9:07:27 PM


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our groundwater from
 agricultural pollution.


While Part 1 of MDA's proposed rule is satisfactory, Part 2 includes three major flaws that undermine the state's
 ability to protect and restore our groundwater and drinking water resources.


1.      Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to achieve
 the clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protect Act, and unreasonably limits application of the
 Groundwater Protection Act to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as
 directed by the Act. The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rule only applies to some
 groundwater.


2. Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Level III or IV regulatory
 authority if local landowners adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The Act calls
 for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of already-common BMPs.


3. Reliance on ineffective requirements: The rule relies on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize farm profit
 rather than protect groundwater. Following such BMPs may result in high concentrations of nitrate in groundwater
 and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust state and local intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated by
 agricultural practices. 


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Mrs. Micaela Loungway
2105 Great Oaks Dr
Burnsville, MN 55337
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From: Michael Hagen
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Friday, August 25, 2017 8:30:03 AM


Dear Supervisor Gunderson,


As a farmer, I am writing to express concerns with the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's proposed nitrogen
 fertilizer rule. Water is important to me and my family, however, there are concerns that need to be addressed in
 this proposed rule.


The Department of Agriculture needs to conduct more thorough research before nitrogen limitations are put into
 place. Instead of a rule, the Department should support outreach and education efforts to further the adoption of
 improved nitrogen management practices. Research focus should be on the most up-to-date best management
 practices, timed applications of nitrogen fertilizer, and usage of precision agriculture technology.


Water quality is a top priority for Minnesota farmers and ranchers. However, I urge the Department to do away with
 the first part of the proposed rule and instead focus on helping farmers implement best management practices that
 work on each farm, rather than another one-size fits all approach.


Sincerely,


Michael Hagen
37375 250th St
Roseau, MN 56751
mhagen@wiktel.com
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From: Info, MDA (MDA)
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comment
Date: Friday, July 28, 2017 12:03:19 PM


The following information has been submitted through the Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule
 Comment Form.


Name: Mark Pester
Organization: 


Email: rpfarms@rrv.net
Zip Code: 56716
Comment: what fact are you basing this rule on? you have no info that there is a problem


 in northern MN. one size dos not fit all. I know its really hard for govt. but try
 to use some common sense please. stupid is not the answer
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From: mailagent@thesoftedge.com on behalf of mmcgilligan@lakeconnections.net
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Thursday, August 24, 2017 12:46:34 AM


Dear Mr.:


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rules proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our groundwater from
 agricultural pollution.


The MDA's proposed Part 2 rule includes three major flaws that undermine the state's ability to protect and restore
 our groundwater and drinking water resources.


        1.      Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to
 achieve the clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protection Act, and unreasonably limits its
 application to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as directed by the Act.
 The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rules only apply to some groundwater.
        2.      Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Phase III or IV
 regulatory authority if farm operators adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The
 Act calls for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of ineffective "best management
 practices" (BMP's).
        3.      Unacceptable reliance on the wrong BMPs: The rules rely on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize
 farm profit rather that protect groundwater. Following such BMPs will still leave us with high concentrations of
 nitrate in groundwater and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust
intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated. 


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Sincerely,


Micky McGilligan
814 5TH AVE
TWO HARBORS, MN 55616
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From: MDA.Info@state.mn.us
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Cc: Wolf, Katie (MDA)
Subject: Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comment
Date: Monday, August 21, 2017 6:58:04 AM


The following information has been submitted through the Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule
 Comment Form.


Name: Mike O'Halloran
Organization: O'Halloran Brothers


Email: Ohalloranbros@aol. Com
Zip Code: 56277
Comment: I do not support this, fit all rule
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From: MDA.Info@state.mn.us
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Cc: Wolf, Katie (MDA)
Subject: Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comment
Date: Friday, August 18, 2017 8:49:28 AM


The following information has been submitted through the Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule
 Comment Form.


Name: Luke Lantz
Organization: Lantz Farms


Email: lantzluke@gmail.com
Zip Code: 56055
Comment: I think that the use of precision agriculture should be allowed when fields have


 sensitive areas located with in there boundaries. For example, if a 40 acre
 field has a 1 acre sensitive area. I think that the other 39 acres of the field
 should not be affected by this fertilize rule.
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From: mailagent@thesoftedge.com on behalf of mtfurth@gmail.com
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, August 23, 2017 8:26:28 PM


Dear Mr.:


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rules proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our groundwater from
 agricultural pollution.


The MDA's proposed Part 2 rule includes three major flaws that undermine the state's ability to protect and restore
 our groundwater and drinking water resources.


        1.      Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to
 achieve the clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protection Act, and unreasonably limits its
 application to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as directed by the Act.
 The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rules only apply to some groundwater.
        2.      Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Phase III or IV
 regulatory authority if farm operators adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The
 Act calls for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of ineffective "best management
 practices" (BMP's).
        3.      Unacceptable reliance on the wrong BMPs: The rules rely on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize
 farm profit rather that protect groundwater. Following such BMPs will still leave us with high concentrations of
 nitrate in groundwater and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust
intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated. 


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Sincerely,


MARY FURTH
2053 DAYTON AVE
Saint Paul, MN 55104-5872
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From: MDA.Info@state.mn.us
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Cc: Wolf, Katie (MDA)
Subject: Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comment
Date: Thursday, August 24, 2017 9:22:45 PM


The following information has been submitted through the Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule
 Comment Form.


Name: Luke Wiertzema
Organization: MCGA


Email: lukewfarms@gmail.com
Zip Code: 56522
Comment: As a Farmer the last thing we want is to lose an expensive input such as


 nitrogen. The economics of crop production already drives responsible
 nitrogen application. Part one of the rule would affect some of the land I farm.
 We need to be able to apply nitrogen with our Phosphorus and Potash
 applications in fall to avoid unnecessary trips across the field. We are careful
 to wait until ground temperatures are cool enough to make sure nitrogen stays
 where we need it. In the last few years we have invested in equipment to
 apply nitrogen in season also. Now we apply less preplant and add more when
 the corn needs it. Depending on weather and work load we apply some
 fertilizer in the fall on some fields and other fields in the spring. I feel that
 forcing a rule like this is not the best way to accomplish responsible nitrogen
 application. Funding technology and research that drive producing better
 yielding crops with better timed fertilizer applications or using less fertilizer
 in general is the best way accomplish your goals.
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From: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
To: Wolf, Katie (MDA); Berg, Jeffrey (MDA)
Subject: FW: Fall nitrogen rule
Date: Monday, August 28, 2017 7:46:49 AM


Saw this comment in my email and wanted to be sure you received it.
 
 
Larry Gunderson, Supervisor
Fertilizer Technical Unit
Minnesota Department of Agriculture
625 Robert Street North
St. Paul, Minnesota 55155
651-201-6168
Larry.Gunderson@state.mn.us
 


From: Joe Smentek [mailto:Joe@MNsoybean.com] 
Sent: Monday, August 14, 2017 8:22 AM
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA) <larry.gunderson@state.mn.us>
Subject: FW: Fall nitrogen rule
 
 
 
Joseph Smentek, J.D., LL.M.
Director of Public Affairs
Minnesota Soybean
507-388-1635
 


From: Mike Skaug [mailto:skaug.mike@gmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, August 13, 2017 4:30 PM
To: Tom Slunecka; Joe Smentek; rep.deb.kiel@house.mn; sen.kent.eken@senate.mn
Subject: Fwd: Fall nitrogen rule
 


Sent from my iPad


Begin forwarded message:


From: Mike Skaug <skaug.mike@gmail.com>
Date: August 13, 2017 at 3:58:41 PM CDT
To: larry.gunderson@state.mn.us
Subject: Fall nitrogen rule


More study should be given to:
- soil profile and mapping 
- review municipal drinking water reports that are filed annually 
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- professional inspection of wells being used for data to verify the integrity of the
 well
- feasibility of only applying nitrogen to crops in spring 
- economic ramifications to Ag suppliers 
I have 38 years experience with improving land stewardship and encourage MDA
 to recognize and defend the efforts farmers have voluntarily adopted towards
 respect to soil health and water quality in Mn. Forcing controls will further erode
 MDA's credibility with farmers and will reduce willingness to comply with other
 measures that have merit. More thought and research is desperately needed. 
Sincerely, Mike Skaug 
Polk county 
Sent from my iPad








From: Louise Waddick
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Thursday, August 24, 2017 9:18:21 AM


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our groundwater from
 agricultural pollution.


While Part 1 of MDA's proposed rule is satisfactory, Part 2 includes three major flaws that undermine the state's
 ability to protect and restore our groundwater and drinking water resources.


1.      Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to achieve
 the clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protect Act, and unreasonably limits application of the
 Groundwater Protection Act to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as
 directed by the Act. The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rule only applies to some
 groundwater.


2. Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Level III or IV regulatory
 authority if local landowners adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The Act calls
 for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of already-common BMPs.


3. Reliance on ineffective requirements: The rule relies on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize farm profit
 rather than protect groundwater. Following such BMPs may result in high concentrations of nitrate in groundwater
 and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust state and local intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated by
 agricultural practices. 


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Mrs. Louise Waddick
5304 Blake Rd S
Edina, MN 55436
952-935-2596
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From: MDA.Info@state.mn.us
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Cc: Wolf, Katie (MDA)
Subject: Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comment
Date: Thursday, August 17, 2017 1:26:54 PM


The following information has been submitted through the Draft Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule
 Comment Form.


Name: Michael Brekke
Organization: 


Email: brekmr@live.com
Zip Code: 56042
Comment: When looking at the map I was very surprised to see a large area of my farm


 shaded in. Sec. 34 Hartland township in Freeborn CO. This area is deep black
 soil with very deep clay subsoil very suitably for fall nitrogen. I do not
 understand why this area would be singled out differently than anything else
 in the community. There is some peat soil in some of it but not the shape of
 the shaded area, also other soils in the area are not designated. Please review
 this and correct this mistake.
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From: mailagent@thesoftedge.com on behalf of andres01@charter.net
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Monday, August 28, 2017 9:06:25 AM


Dear Mr.:


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rules proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our groundwater from
 agricultural pollution.


The MDA's proposed Part 2 rule includes three major flaws that undermine the state's ability to protect and restore
 our groundwater and drinking water resources.


        1.      Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to
 achieve the clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protection Act, and unreasonably limits its
 application to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as directed by the Act.
 The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rules only apply to some groundwater.
        2.      Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Phase III or IV
 regulatory authority if farm operators adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The
 Act calls for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of ineffective "best management
 practices" (BMP's).
        3.      Unacceptable reliance on the wrong BMPs: The rules rely on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize
 farm profit rather that protect groundwater. Following such BMPs will still leave us with high concentrations of
 nitrate in groundwater and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust
intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated. 


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Sincerely,


Lori Andresen
3025 E SUPERIOR ST
DULUTH, MN 55812
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From: Mike Staples
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Saturday, August 19, 2017 2:40:04 PM


Dear Supervisor Gunderson,


As a farmer, I am writing to express concerns with the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's proposed nitrogen
 fertilizer rule. Water is important to me and my family, however, there are concerns that need to be addressed in
 this proposed rule.


The Department of Agriculture needs to conduct more thorough research before nitrogen limitations are put into
 place. Instead of a rule, the Department should support outreach and education efforts to further the adoption of
 improved nitrogen management practices. Research focus should be on the most up-to-date best management
 practices, timed applications of nitrogen fertilizer, and usage of precision agriculture technology.


Water quality is a top priority for Minnesota farmers and ranchers. However, I urge the Department to do away with
 the first part of the proposed rule and instead focus on helping farmers implement best management practices that
 work on each farm, rather than another one-size fits all approach.


Sincerely,


Sincerely,


Mike Staples
10219 County Road 1 SW
Kensington, MN 56343
mike.staples@plantpioneer.com
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From: Marlin Fay
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Sunday, August 20, 2017 9:20:04 PM


Dear Supervisor Gunderson,


As a farmer, I am writing to express concerns with the Minnesota Department of Agriculture's proposed nitrogen
 fertilizer rule. Water is important to me and my family, however, there are concerns that need to be addressed in
 this proposed rule.


The Department of Agriculture needs to conduct more thorough research before nitrogen limitations are put into
 place. Instead of a rule, the Department should support outreach and education efforts to further the adoption of
 improved nitrogen management practices. Research focus should be on the most up-to-date best management
 practices, timed applications of nitrogen fertilizer, and usage of precision agriculture technology.


Water quality is a top priority for Minnesota farmers and ranchers. However, I urge the Department to do away with
 the first part of the proposed rule and instead focus on helping farmers implement best management practices that
 work on each farm, rather than another one-size fits all approach.


Sincerely,


Sincerely,


Marlin Fay
23882 710th Ave
Grand Meadow, MN 55936
marlinfay1@gmail.com
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From: Mark Gilbert
To: Gunderson, Larry (MDA)
Subject: Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule Comments
Date: Wednesday, August 16, 2017 7:57:50 PM


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Minnesota Department of Agriculture draft Nitrogen Fertilizer
 Rule. The Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule proposed by the agency is inadequate and fails to protect our ground from
 agricultural pollution.


While Part 1 of MDA's proposed rule is satisfactory, Part 2 includes three major flaws that undermine the state's
 ability to protect and restore our groundwater and drinking water resources.


1. Failure to honor the goals of the 1989 Groundwater Protection Act: The MDA's proposed rule fails to achieve the
 clearly stated non-degradation goal of the Groundwater Protect Act, and unreasonably limits application of the
 Groundwater Protection Act to drinking water resources instead of applying the law to protect all groundwater as
 directed by the Act. The Act applies to ALL groundwater, but the MDA's proposed rule only applies to some
 groundwater.
2. Limiting state regulatory authority: Under the proposed rule, the MDA can't apply Level III or IV regulatory
 authority if local landowners adopt certain farming practices, even if contamination remains severe. The Act calls
 for clean groundwater and safe drinking water - not just the adoption of already-common BMPs.
3. Reliance on ineffective requirements: The rule relies on agricultural BMPs designed to maximize farm profit
 rather than protect groundwater. Following such BMPs may result in high concentrations of nitrate in groundwater
 and drinking water resources.


I strongly urge you to work with agricultural and water quality stakeholders to correct these flaws and require more
 timely and robust state and local intervention where groundwater and drinking water resources are contaminated by
 agricultural practices.


Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the MDA's proposed Nitrogen Fertilizer Rule.


Mr. Mark Gilbert
1855 Lincoln Ave
St. Paul, MN 55105
6516998894
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